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A prompt revolution is foreseen in the transportation sector, when the current conventional human-
driven vehicles will be replaced by fully connected and automated vehicles. As a result, there will 
be a transition period where both types will coexist until the later type is fully adopted in the traffic 
networks. This new mix of traffic flow on the existing transportation network will require 
developing a new ecosystem able to accommodate both types of vehicles in traffic network 
environments of the future. A major challenging issue related to the emerging mixed transportation 
ecosystem is the lack of an adequate model and control framework. This is especially important 
for modeling traffic safety and operations at network bottlenecks such as highway merging areas. 
Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to develop a microscopic modeling and hierarchical 
cooperative control framework specifically for mixed traffic at highway on-ramps. In this thesis, 
a two-level hierarchical traffic control framework is proposed for mixed traffic at highway merging 
areas. In this regard, for the lower level of the proposed framework, this thesis establishes a set of 
fundamental trajectory-based cooperative control algorithms for different merging scenarios under 
mixed traffic conditions. We identify six scenarios, consisting of triplets of vehicles, defined based 
on the different combinations of CAVs and conventional vehicles. For each triplet, different 
consecutive movement phases along with corresponding desired distance and velocity set-points 
are defined. Via the movement phases, the CAVs engaged in each triplet cooperate to calculate 
their optimal-smooth trajectories aiming at facilitating the merging maneuver while complying 
with the realistic constraints related to the safety and comfort of vehicle occupants. The vehicles 
in each triplet are modeled by a distinct system, and a Model Predictive Control scheme is 
employed to calculate the cooperative optimal control inputs (acceleration values) for CAVs, 
accounting for conventional vehicles’ uncertainties.  
        In the next step of the thesis, for the higher level of the proposed framework, a merging 
sequence determination and triplets’ formation methodology is developed based on predicting the 
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arrival time of vehicles into the merging area and according to the priority in choosing different 
triplet types. To model the merging maneuvers when two consecutive triplets share a vehicle, the 
interactions between triplets of vehicles are also investigated. In order to develop a microscopic 
traffic simulator, we analytically formulate different vehicles’ driving behaviors under cooperative 
(i.e., the proposed traffic control framework) and non-cooperative (i.e., normal) operation modes 
and discuss the switching conditions between these driving modes.  
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, first, each triplet is simulated in 
MATLAB and evaluated for different sets of system initial values. Without a need for readjusting 
the algorithm for different initial values, the simulation results show that the proposed cooperative 
merging algorithms ensure smooth merging maneuvers while satisfying all the prescribed 
constraints, e.g., speed limits, safe distances, and comfortable acceleration and jerk values. 
Moreover, a simulator is developed in MATLAB for the entire framework (including both the 
higher and lower level of the framework) to evaluate the impact of all the triplets on continuous 
mixed traffic flow. Different penetration rates of CAVs under different traffic flow conditions are 
evaluated through the developed simulator. The simulation results show that the proposed 
cooperative methodology, comparing to the non-cooperative operation, can improve the average 
travel time of merging vehicles without disturbing the mainstream flow, provide safer merging 
maneuvers by avoiding the merging vehicles to stop at the end of the acceleration lane, and 
guarantee smooth motion trajectories for CAVs (i.e., derivable position and speed along with 
limited changes in acceleration values). 
Generally, the results emphasize that the proposed cooperative traffic control framework can 
improve the mixed traffic conditions in terms of both traffic safety and operations. Moreover, the 
simulator provides a tool for the transportation community to evaluate their existing infrastructures 
under different penetration rates of CAVs and examine different traffic control plans for a mixed 
traffic environment. As the merging maneuver is only one application of gap-acceptance models, 
other types of maneuvers (e.g., lane changing, vehicle turning, etc.) can be similarly modelled. 
Thus, we can extend the proposed framework to the multi-lane highways, roundabouts, and urban 
area intersections. Furthermore, the arrival time prediction of the vehicles can be improved to 
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Chapter 1:  INTRODUCTION 
A new paradigm of roadway vehicles, the connected and automated vehicles (CAVs), is emerging 
rapidly. The main goal of these technologies is to enhance the safety and comfort while reducing 
fuel consumption, emissions, and traffic congestions [1]. It has been suggested that the automated 
vehicles will transport people within cites in 10 to 15 years ahead, and between the cities in 20 to 
30 years ahead [2]. Moreover, recently, most major car companies (e.g., GM, Ford, Tesla, Honda, 
and BMW) has been massively spending on research and technology for automated vehicles. Thus, 
a revolution is foreseen in the transportation sector, which is to shift from the conventional vehicles 
to the fully automated vehicles [3]–[5]. However, more testing and experience with deploying 
automated vehicles is needed to increase the levels of trust and acceptance [6]. Additionally, the 
economic factors (e.g., reaching affordable prices to allow mass-marketing) and policy factors 
(e.g., establishing new policies to address, for example, liability issues that AVs could raise) 
require more investigation [7]. As a result, there will be a long and critical transition period where 
both types will coexist until the later type is fully adopted for a given road network. 
Whether the automated vehicles will have negative or positive impacts on our daily lives 
highly depends on how prepared we are for this mixed traffic network. Most of the current 
transportation facilities and infrastructures, traffic control systems, and safety-related treatments 
are designed and built assuming the conventional vehicles as the only users. Accordingly, the 
impact of CAVs on the efficiency of the mixed traffic environment is uncertain [1], [8], and 
overlooking the unanticipated problems caused by automated vehicles may lead the transportation 
networks to lose the level of services and safety in the near future. Therefore, without an effective 
modeling and control framework, it is not possible to accurately evaluate and predict the 
effectiveness of CAVs in the mixed traffic networks [9]. Although fully automated transportation 
system models are common research topics, traffic modeling and control frameworks have not 
been yet thoroughly investigated for a mixed traffic environment (with different penetration rates 
of CAVs), particularly in the merging areas of the freeways. In the following subsections, we 
discuss the motivation for our research, as well as review the literature to shed some lights on the 
unaddressed gaps. Then, the objectives of the thesis is discussed to outline the scope and tasks of 
the proposed methodologies. 
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1.1 Thesis Motivation 
Emerging the automated and connected vehicles can cause abundant unexpected transportation-
related and environmental issues, especially in the freeways bottleneck (e.g., merging areas). 
Merging areas are among the most critical freeway structures with respect to traffic performance 
and safety as well as the stability of traffic flow operations [10]–[12]. In this regard, an interesting 
issue is the merging maneuver of a vehicle into the mainstream lane [13]. Developing an efficient 
and realistic merging algorithm in the mixed traffic environment can reduce the activation of the 
bottlenecks corresponding the merging areas. Proposing a comprehensive modelling and control 
framework for the mixed traffic networks in the merging areas enables us to evaluate the mixed 
traffic networks and reach an optimal control strategy considering different penetration rates of 
CAV under different traffic flow conditions. By doing so, we can anticipate the possible negative 
impacts of CAV on the current network while achieving the greatest output of the works in terms 
of the level of performance, safety, and comfort.  
1.2 Literature Review 
Based on National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) definition, the autonomy 
levels of the vehicles are categorized in  five levels [6], [14]. In level zero, the driver has the full 
control of the vehicle (e.g., brake, steering, and throttle). In level one, there are one or two 
automated functions (e.g., electronic stability control and pre-charged braking system). Level two 
involves automation of at least two primary control functions to help the driver in controlling the 
vehicle (e.g., adaptive cruise control and lane centering systems). Level three is a limited self-
driving automation condition, where the vehicle can have the full control of the vehicle under 
certain traffic and environmental conditions (e.g., Google self-driving car [15]). In level four, as a 
full self-driving automation level, the vehicle can undertake full control of the safety-critical 
driving functions while monitoring the roadway conditions for the entire trip. In this regard, main 
expectations of these technologies include enhancing safety and comfort while reducing fuel 
consumption, emissions, and traffic congestions [1]. For instance, the integration into a highway 
system of automated vehicles along with the proper control, communication, and computing 
technologies can significantly elevate the road safety and capacity without the need to building 
new lanes [16]. Moreover, an in-car advisory system controlled by a traffic management center 
can provide optimal lane distribution, reduce the capacity drop and spillbacks in highways [17]. 
Furthermore, the traffic flow optimization can be achieved in multi-lane motorways with a 
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sufficient penetration rate of vehicles equipped with Vehicle Automation and Communication 
Systems [18]. 
Various models, simulation platform, and control strategies are developed for the traffic 
networks containing only CAV (e.g., [1], [19]–[21]). The mixed traffic of conventional vehicles 
and “semiautomated” CAVs was also partially studied and addressed. For example, Bose and 
Ioannou [22] investigated the effects of “semiautomated” vehicles (ACC/CACC) on traffic flow 
characteristic and the environment in a mixed traffic network. It was illustrated that these vehicles 
filter out the response of rapidly accelerating conventional lead vehicles, which leads to a smooth 
traffic flow. It was also proved that the fuel consumption and consequently the level of pollutants 
of the following vehicles decrease due to the fact that “semiautomated” vehicles are able to track 
accurately the desired speed and to respond smoothly – to accommodate the passengers’ comfort. 
Yuan et al. [23] investigated the traffic flow characteristics of the mixed traffic by using a hybrid 
model that comprises cellular automaton (for conventional vehicles) and car-following (for ACC 
vehicles) modeling approaches. Ngoduy [24] proposed a macroscopic model framework for mixed 
traffic of regular human-driven vehicles and adaptive cruise control (ACC) vehicles using an 
improved multiclass gas-kinetic theory. In order to develop the autonomous vehicles longitudinal 
acceleration model, Talebpour and Mahmassani [9] utilized the sensors characteristics to obtain 
the safe distance in the linear car-following model of CACC presented in [25].  
Among all types of freeway structures, merging areas are the most critical ones with respect 
to both traffic safety and stability of traffic flow operations [10]–[12]. One of the early stage studies 
to achieve smooth merging is presented in [26]. The authors generated a virtual vehicle by mapping 
an existing vehicle from a given lane onto the adjacent lane to control the longitudinal distance 
between the vehicle on different lanes (i.e., ramp and main lane). They also developed a data 
transmission algorithm for intra-platoon and inter-platoon communications. A distributed control 
algorithm for both merging and yielding vehicles was developed by Antoniotti et al.  [27] in the 
context of automated highway systems (AHS). The authors evaluate the impact of the algorithm 
on safety and congestion considering different demand scenarios. The study concluded that the 
suggested algorithm is feasible only for low level of demand values. The interface problem 
between AHS and the conventional roadways was also investigated in [28]. The authors proposed 
a microscopic model for the case of automated merging maneuvers. It was shown that the 
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minimum ramp lengths are related to the speed of the merging and mainstream vehicles as well as 
the acceleration rate of the merging vehicles. An extended version of the virtual vehicle concept 
in AHS was implemented in [29] through a virtual platooning paradigm, in order to assure safe 
and effective merging maneuver executions. The authors suggested that the virtual platoon should 
be formed before reaching the merging point. Also, they determined that the merging vehicles 
should move with a certain safe distance and from/at the same speed and acceleration values as 
the platooned vehicles in the mainstream. Yet another study [30] used virtual platooning concept 
to develop a longitudinal control of automated vehicles for merging maneuvers in AHS. The 
proposed algorithm was adaptive and suitable for the real-time application purpose.  
Generally, control strategies to facilitate the merging maneuvers can be applied separately 
either on mainstream vehicles [31], [32], on-ramp vehicles [33], [34], or on all the vehicles on the 
mainstream and on-ramp [35], [36]. In this regard, vehicles on the mainstream can manage to 
create larger gaps between vehicles for merging vehicles. Moreover, the vehicles on the merging 
lane should use efficient acceleration trajectories for merging maneuvers into the adjacent lane. In 
[31], an enhanced Intelligent Driving Model was proposed to facilitate the merging maneuver by 
creating larger gaps between vehicles on the main approach of the merging area. Using vehicle-
to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, a lane changing advisory algorithm was 
developed with a variable gap size concept. It was shown that the proposed methodology leads to 
a higher average speed in the freeway lanes within a merge area and reduce the emissions. The 
drawback of the proposed model is that the algorithm works efficiently at a very high driver 
compliance rate (90% or higher). In another study, Sivaraman et al. [33] integrate measurements 
from multiple sensors of the automated vehicles a model named Dynamic Probabilistic Drivability 
Map (DPDM). The merging maneuver was formulated as a dynamic programming problem over 
the DPDM to minimize the merging costs. A driver assistance system was developed to 
recommend the drivers how, when, and which acceleration values to use for merging maneuvers 
into the adjacent lane. In [35], a cooperative automated control algorithm was developed based on 
the Internet of vehicles to avoid the collision on the freeways merging areas. The authors compared 
the scenario where a platoon of vehicles merges between two vehicles in the main lane with the 
scenario where individual vehicles consecutively merge between the vehicles in the main lane. It 
was shown that the former scenario disrupts the main lane traffic flow more severely than the latter 
one. Wei et al. [37] proposed a prediction-based and cost function-based algorithm (PCB) to 
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provide robust driving in autonomous vehicles. Three modules of driving were designed (distance 
keeper, lane selector, and merge planner). Each autonomous vehicle used a human-understandable 
and representative cost function library to evaluate the predicted scenario that it will face. Then, 
the decision with the lower cost are selected to be executed. This study did not cover the 
cooperative merging behavior among autonomous vehicles.  
In the automated highway merging control systems, the main goal of some studies was to 
avoid stop-and-go driving behavior while accommodating the safe and efficient merging 
maneuvers. For example, the study in [38] was an early stage work in this category that assumed 
a given merging sequence. Therefore, the speed errors between each consecutive pairs of vehicles 
were minimized to minimize the impact on the desired headway of a single string of vehicles. 
More recently, the authors in [36] attempted to determine the optimal merging sequence of the 
vehicles to reduce the merging time for the vehicles closer to the merging area. In [39], an optimal 
coordinating method for CAV was proposed at the merging areas to capture a smooth traffic flow 
and avoid stop-and-go driving behavior.  
Wang et al. [40] attempted to optimize the highway throughput near the ramps by proposing 
proactive algorithms for merging different streams of vehicles into a single stream. All the vehicles 
were assumed to be equipped with some sensors capable of detecting distance from neighboring 
vehicles. The sensor-enabled vehicles utilized the position, speed, and acceleration information of 
the other vehicles to make a merging decision before actually reaching the merging point. It was 
shown that this algorithm outperforms the conventional priority-based merging algorithm (where 
vehicles do not adjust their speed before reaching the merging area). Awal [36] extended the 
proactive algorithm concept by optimizing the merging time at on-ramps at the cost of increasing 
by small amounts the average travel time for vehicles on the main approach. In both studies, only 
a one-lane main road was assumed which limits the advantage of the cooperative behavior between 
vehicles. 
Scarinci et al. [41] presented a cooperative merging assistant (CMA) strategy to reduce 
congestion at the motorway junctions. CMA collects the distributed spaces between main 
carriageway vehicles to estimate the adequate gaps for merging vehicles, and accordingly, it 
facilitates the merging maneuvers. CMA was implemented using a microscopic simulation 
framework and it was shown that CMA can lead to the reduction of late-merging vehicles and 
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improvement in congestion. Another study by Scarinci et al. [42] proposed a method in which 
using intelligent vehicles equipped with communication technologies, proper gaps between 
platoons of vehicles in the mainstream lane were provided for the platoons released by ramp meter. 
It was assumed that all the vehicles can communicate and stay in platoons of vehicles. The authors 
in [43] proposed a method for producing the longitudinal trajectories for the ego vehicle (merging 
vehicle) and putative leader on the mainstream. It was assumed that time-headways and vehicle 
speeds at the end of the maneuver (merging point) are pre-specified. The problem was formulated 
as a finite-horizon optimal control problem and was solved analytically to minimize the 
acceleration (which affects fuel consumption) and its first and second derivatives (which affect 
passengers comfort) during the merging maneuver. In some studies, the control problem of the 
centralized or decentralized modeling framework was solved using a Model Predictive Control 
(MPC) scheme. Generally, by predicting the future values of state variables in a specific prediction 
horizon, MPC chooses the optimal control action for the current time to minimize a cost function 
[44]. For example, to solve a decentralized problem in [45], MPC were employed to cope with the 
real-time and uncertain nature of the information exchanging between vehicles. Kim and Kumar 
[46] also employed MPC to solve a local optimization problem. 
In [47], a longitudinal freeway merging control algorithm for connected and automated 
vehicles was proposed to maximize the total average travel speed. Applying the optimized 
trajectories to the automated vehicles showed a significant improvement in comparison to the case 
when only conventional vehicles exist. However, the study does not offer any solution for mixed 
traffic network. In [48] and the extended version in [39], an optimal coordination of CAVs at 
merging roadways was presented. Using Hamiltonian analysis, a closed-form solution was 
developed to minimize the travel time and fuel consumption in presence of longitudinal collision 
constraints. In [49], a microsimulation framework was developed to compare the efficiency of a 
network with a 100% CAV with a network with 100% conventional vehicle in the merging 
roadways. The Gipps car-following model [50] and an optimal control scheme were utilized to 
model the behavior of the conventional vehicles and CAV, respectively. The practical constraints 
on lateral and longitudinal distances, speed, and acceleration of the CAV were considered and a 
Hamiltonian analysis was applied to obtain the optimal solution (i.e., the optimal control input, 
speed, and position). Based on the results under average and high congestion scenario, the network 
with 100% CAV was shown to significantly reduce the fuel consumption and travel time. 
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Although the impact of CAVs on on-ramp bottlenecks is investigated in the studies mentioned 
above, they all consider scenarios where all vehicles are CAVs, often comparing results with fully 
manual driven vehicles scenarios, leaving uncertain how such systems may work in the case of 
mixed traffic of conventional vehicles and CAVs. Therefore, they do not account for the impact 
of human-driven vehicles on CAVs effectiveness. 
The following studies address the merging maneuvers in the mixed traffic of ACC/ 
Cooperative ACC (CACC)-equipped vehicles and conventional vehicles. Davis [51] investigated 
the impact of the automated vehicles equipped with ACC on mixed traffic flow near the on-ramp. 
In proposed a cooperative merging of ACC vehicles to enhance the throughput and the travel time 
of the network. The proposed ACC system was able to communicate with more than one vehicle 
ahead or behind. In this methodology, the ACC vehicles could adjust their speed to provide a safe 
gap for the merging vehicles. It was shown that the large demand limited the throughput by the 
downstream capacity (which could be calculated by headway time and speed limit).  
Pueboobpaphan et al. [52] proposed a decentralized merging assistant to enhance the traffic 
stability by minimizing the conflict and limiting the changes in speed in the mixed traffic network 
of manual and Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) vehicles. The authors assumed that 
the mainstream contains mixed vehicular traffic, while the merging lane contains only 
conventional vehicles. Using preemptive and smooth deceleration, the vehicles upstream of the 
merging area in the mainstream created proper gaps for on-ramp vehicles. It is worth mentioning 
that CACC is an extension of ACC to enable the vehicles to follow its leader at closer distances 
via a vehicle-to-vehicle communication infrastructure. The impact of CACC on traffic flow 
characteristics was also investigated in [25]. 
Zhou et al. [53] modified the intelligent driver model (IDM [54]) to add the cooperation 
characteristic to the sensor-enabled ACC vehicles. The controller of the new model (Cooperative 
IDM—CIDM) calculated the acceleration rate of vehicle based on the actions of the surrounding 
vehicles to improve the road capacity and string stability. It was found that CIDM was able to 
eliminate or alleviate the freeway oscillation (stop-and-go) caused by the vehicles merging from 
the ramps. Kerner [8] investigated the impact of different penetration rates of the ACC-equipped 
vehicles on traffic breakdown. Kerner-Klenov microscopic stochastic three-phase traffic flow 
model and classical ACC model were utilized to simulate the conventional and the automated 
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vehicles, respectively. By simulating a single lane road with an on-ramp bottleneck, it was 
concluded that depending on different model parameters and penetration rates of the automated 
vehicles in the mixed traffic network, the probability of traffic breakdown at network bottlenecks 
(ramps) is uncertain.  
The optimally coordinated CAV in a single lane roundabout (rather than an on-ramp) was 
investigated in [55] to achieve a smooth traffic flow. The optimal solution for each CAV was 
calculated without violating the constraints (i.e., speed and acceleration limits). By investigating 
the network containing different penetration rate of CAV, it was concluded that model cannot 
accommodate relatively small reductions in the CAV rates. For example, the mixed traffic 
networks with 80% CAV were shown to be significantly less effective in comparison to the 
network with 100% CAV, for both travel time and fuel saving criteria. The reason that this study 
[55] was not able to improve the performance of the mixed traffic network was that the uncertainty 
in the dynamics of the conventional vehicles was not considered in calculating the control inputs. 
In conclusion, the review of the available literature shows that the automated vehicles concept 
can be categorized into three types: (a) fully automated vehicles, (b) vehicles equipped with 
CACC/ACC, and (c) vehicles with an onboard advisory display [56]. The fully automated vehicles 
need an advance centralized control framework to work in a fully automated network, while the 
vehicles with CACC/ACC can keep a safe distance from other vehicles given prescribed 
constraints. Moreover, the vehicles with an onboard advisory display can only receive advice (like 
the advanced-driving assistant system—ADAS). In most of the reviewed studies, e.g., [8], [51]–
[53], only partially automated vehicles (ACC/CACC) were considered in the mixed traffic at the 
merging areas, rather than fully automated vehicles capable of cooperation, and creating optimal 
motion trajectories according to human-driven vehicles’ uncertainties. Whereas models integrating 
fully automated vehicles have been studied only as purely automated networks, for which there 
are no human-driven vehicles. The main conclusion of the investigation of the literature is that in 
a mixed traffic environment, merging maneuvers require more sophisticated algorithms in order 




1.3 Thesis Objectives 
Based on the review of the literature, merging algorithms development for mixed traffic of 
conventional and CAVs has not been thoroughly investigated. Since the merging areas can highly 
degrade the performance of current highways and are associated with more frequent safety issues, 
a reliable modeling and cooperative merging control framework can be of great importance. 
Therefore, developing an efficient merging behavior in the mixed traffic environment can reduce 
the activation of the bottlenecks corresponding the merging areas. Moreover, most of the 
maneuvers such as lane changing, passing, and right/left turning are the special cases of merging 
maneuver. In other words, the merging maneuver is expandable to other driving scenarios [52]. 
Accordingly, defining a comprehensive merging algorithm will lead to developing more steps 
towards modelling additional vehicle interactions. 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a modeling and cooperative traffic control 
framework for the mixed traffic network of conventional vehicles and CAVs for uninterrupted 
traffic flow facilities (i.e. freeways, highways, etc.) while capturing the interactions between the 
human-driven vehicles and CAVs in the system models. The control goal is to facilitate merging 
maneuvers by providing smooth motion trajectories for CAVs while complying with the existing 
constraints. By doing so, the proposed algorithms facilitate the merging maneuvers and avoid 
stopping of the merging vehicle at the end of the acceleration lane, which would entail idling and 
waiting for another sufficient gap to merge and would thereby cause increase of delays, fuel 
consumption and air pollution. Facilitating the merging maneuver also prevents the merging 
vehicle from unsafely merging in front of a vehicle that moves at a higher speed causing its 
deceleration. 
1.4 Thesis Scope and Tasks 
In this thesis, a two-level hierarchical control framework is developed to facilitate the merging 
maneuvers in mixed traffic environment. The higher level of the traffic control framework has 
access to the information of all vehicles within the control zone and is responsible for determining 
the merging sequence, namely, determines that each merging vehicle will engage with which pair 
of the vehicles on the mainstream lane to accomplish a merging maneuver. In this regard, a 
merging sequence determination method is developed for the higher level of traffic control 
framework. For the lower level of the traffic control framework, different cooperative merging 
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algorithms are developed for different combinations of CAVs and conventional vehicles (i.e., 
triplets of vehicles). For each triplet of vehicles engaged in the merging maneuver, a system model 
is developed such that the impact of conventional vehicles on CAV is captured, and a cooperative 
merging algorithms are defined in consecutive optimal multi-phase movements using 
corresponding desired control targets (i.e., desired distances and velocities). In each movement 
phase, to achieve the control goals, a model predictive control (MPC) scheme is employed to cope 
with uncertainties and delays in the system, while obtaining the optimal acceleration trajectories 
for CAVs.  
 To show the effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical traffic control framework, different 
simulations are conducted in MATLAB for both levels of the framework under different traffic 
conditions. 
1.5 Thesis Layout 
The report is structured as follows: in chapter 2, the models of driving behavior for conventional 
vehicles, i.e., car-following, free-flow, and gap acceptance merging, as well as MPC scheme are 
investigated; moreover, the literature of determining merging sequence is reviewed. Adequate 
driving behavior models to be integrated into the proposed mixed traffic model as well as 
appropriate indicators for merging sequence determination are highlighted. In chapter 3, the 
proposed traffic control framework is presented and cooperative merging algorithms along with 
simulation results are developed for different triplets of vehicles. In chapter 4, the proposed method 
for triplets’ formation by the higher level of traffic control framework is presented. The 
interactions between triplets, as well as the driving modes are discussed under cooperative and 
non-cooperative driving conditions. Furthermore, a simulator is developed in MATLAB to 
evaluate the proposed framework under different conditions. In chapter 5, the concluding remarks 
are presented while the future direction of the research is specified.  
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Chapter 2:  BACKGROUND 
The goal of this thesis is to establish a traffic control framework for mixed traffic of conventional 
and CAVs in the merging areas. Therefore, it is required to review the existing models related to 
the conventional vehicles driving behaviors. Conventional vehicles refer to the regular vehicles 
with no communication and automated driving control capability. Moreover, we investigate the 
existing merging sequence determination methodologies to establish a method appropriate for the 
higher level of the traffic control in the mixed traffic. Furthermore, before employing MPC scheme 
for cooperating driving control in the next chapter, we introduce this controller and shed some 
lights on its characteristics. 
2.1 Car-Following Model 
Since the proposed traffic control framework will be utilized in real-time, the computational time 
of the controllers will be of great importance. In this regard, among the conventional vehicles’ 
models, we are interested in those that impose less computation efforts on the controllers—i.e. 
linear models, as the gradient values are available for the optimizer. Moreover, the models should 
be able to properly address the uncertainties related to the human-driven vehicles. Therefore, the 
linear models capable to address the model uncertainties are of great interest. In this subsection, 
the conventional models—particularly, the relevant linear models—are reviewed to determine the 
best fit options in our framework.  
A conventional vehicle moving within a roadway network is oftentimes modeled using the 
car-following paradigm. That is, the driving behavior of a subject vehicle is controlled through a 
car-following model if it is close enough to an upstream vehicle (i.e. the leader vehicle) [57]. 
Significant literature exists on various car-following models. Some of these models are based on 
a stimulus-response framework. For example, the GM model [58], [59] assumes that the rate of 
change of speed of the subject vehicle depends on its relative speed with respect to the leader. The 
main deficiency of these early models was their lack of sensitivity to the relative distance between 
the vehicles. Several extensions of GM model were developed such as acceleration and 
deceleration asymmetry [60], memory function [61], and multiple car-following [62]. However, 
Koutsopoulos [63] found out that the idea of “drivers accelerate when their speed difference is 
positive or decelerate when the speed difference is negative” is not valid. In [64], an acceleration 
model, capable of avoiding the crashes, was proposed based on identifying the behavioral 
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mechanism using the prospect theory in [65]. Moreover, a model was presented in [66] based on 
the relationship of acceleration with the combination of the space and relative speed between the 
leader and follower. The spacing model was proposed in [67], where the speed of the follower 
depends on the space headway from the leader. This model was somewhat similar to the derivative 
form of GM model. 
The non-linear intelligent driver model (IDM) [54] and optimal speed models [68], [69] 
proposed deterministic acceleration-based models. However, the proposed models are sensitive to 
the reaction time and might produce unrealistically high acceleration values in certain situations. 
Therefore, IDM is mainly suitable for the connected vehicles, where the driver is aware of the 
vehicles in its close proximity, and accordingly, the reaction time is very low [9].  
All in all, among the aforementioned car-following models, this thesis focuses on linear 
models that are able to capture the desired headway distance, and mainly because these models 
require less computational effort. In this regard, Helly’s model [70] as a direct measures model (or 
linear model) considers the desired space headway that the follower would like to follow. In this 
model, the follower acceleration is modeled as follows: 
𝑎𝑛(𝑡) = 𝛼1∆𝑉𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) + 𝛼2[∆𝑋𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) − 𝐷𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛)] 2-1 
where 𝐷𝑛 represents the desired headway, ∆𝑉𝑛 and ∆𝑋𝑛 are the relative speed and space-headway 
between the leader and follower, respectively, while  𝜏𝑛 represents the reaction time of the driver. 
The desired headway is modeled as follows: 
𝐷𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝑉𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) + 𝛽3𝑎𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) 2-2 
In some studies [70], [71], the desired headway is simplified as: 
𝐷𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) = 𝐿𝑛−1 + 𝑇𝑉𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) 2-3 
where 𝐿𝑛−1 is the length of the leader and 𝑇 represents the desired time-headway. This model 
mostly is attributed to a linear model. The main difficulty with these models is that they need two 
times calibration and most of the parameters are unobservable in the real world, which makes their 
estimation more challenging. Many attempts have been done for calibrating the model. In [72], 
Helly tried to estimate other parameters, where the result of calibration is as follows: 
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𝑎 = 0.5∆𝑣(𝑡 − 0.5) + 0.125(∆𝑥(𝑡 − 0.5) − 𝐷𝑛(𝑡)),  
𝐷𝑛(𝑡) = 20 + 𝑣(𝑡 − 0.5) 
2-4 
2.2 Free-Flow Model 
A subject vehicle that is far (i.e., it exceeds the space headway threshold) from the leading vehicle 
will not follow it, as is not modeled using the car-following model, instead it can be model by a 
free-flow driving model. In this regard, general acceleration models (e.g., [73]–[75]) are able to 
capture the free-flow driving conditions. The first general acceleration model was developed by 
Gipps [76], where the maximum acceleration values are determined such that the desired speed is 
not exceeded and safe headway is maintained. In some of general acceleration models (e.g., [74]), 
the acceleration value is modeled based on different conditions that the vehicle may face (e.g. car-
following, free-flow, lane drops, and engaging in courtesy yielding). As is suggested by Ahmed in 
[57], the free-flow behavior can be also shown separately by a linear model as follows: 
𝑎𝑛(𝑡) = 𝜆[𝐷𝑉𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛) − 𝑉𝑛(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑛)] + 𝜀𝑛(𝑡) 2-5 
where 𝜆 is a constant sensitivity term, 𝜀𝑛(𝑡) as a normally distributed error represents the 
uncertainty of the model. The desired speed is shown by 𝐷𝑉𝑛, which is a function of explanatory 
variables affected by the vehicle type, density and flow rate, the speed limit, roadway, geometry, 
and weather condition.  
2.3 Merging Model 
Suppose that a conventional vehicle is approaching the merging area on the merging section with 
the permitted speed. It looks for a proper gap to merge while it is driving in the acceleration lane 
next to the mainstream lane. In the case of light traffic conditions, the driver can find enough gap 
before the end of the acceleration lane. While in the congested traffic conditions, it may fail to find 
a desired gap, and accordingly, it has to stop at the end of acceleration lane and wait for the proper 
desired gap to merge. 
Merging into the mainstream is a special case of lane changing (MLC) [77]. Therefore, most 
of the lane changing models can be applied to capture the merging maneuver (e.g., utility theory 
based models [78], [79], cellular automata based models [80], [81], and Markov process based 
models [82], [83]). A lane changing maneuver includes four steps: decision to consider a LC, 
choice of the target lane, and search for an acceptable gap, and executing the lane change. While, 
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in the case of merging maneuver, the vehicle has to merge and only looks for a sufficient gap to 
execute the maneuver. Usually the difference between different lane changing models are 
incorporate in the decision process (first and second steps). For example, [75] modeled the lane 
changing process using a probability function, while [84] utilized a deterministic model. Therefore, 
we will focus only on the gap acceptance procedure to model the merging maneuver. In this model, 
if there is an enough gap between the putative leader (i.e., the leader in the target lane) and putative 
follower (i.e., the follower in the target lane), the merging vehicle will decide to merge. The gap 
acceptance model is formulated as a binary choice procedure as follows: 
𝛾𝑛(𝑡) = {
1        𝑖𝑓 𝐺𝑛(𝑡) ≥ 𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟(𝑡)




where 𝛾𝑛(𝑡) is the choice indicator, 𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟(𝑡)  represents the critical gap, and 𝐺𝑛(𝑡) is the available 
gap. Critical gap is the minimum acceptable gap for executing the merging maneuver. Various 
studies attempted to model the critical gap as a random variable such as an exponential distribution 
[85], a normal distribution [86], or a log-normal distribution [87]. Ahmed in [57] proposed a model 
in which the lead and lag gaps were estimated separately. The lead gap is the space between the 
front of the merging vehicle and the rear of the leader in the target lane. The lag gap is the space 
between the rear of the merging vehicle and the front of the follower in the target lane. In this 
model the critical gap for driver 𝑛 at time 𝑡 is captured by the following equation: 
𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟,𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑋𝑛
𝑔(𝑡)𝛽𝑔 + 𝛼𝑔𝜈𝑛 + 𝜀𝑛
𝑔(𝑡)) 2-7 
where, 𝑔 ∈ {𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑, 𝑙𝑎𝑔}, 𝑋𝑛
𝑔(𝑡) is the vector of explanatory variables, 𝜈𝑛 is a normally distributed 
individual specific random term that captures the correlations among lead and lag critical gaps for 
a driver, and 𝜀𝑛
𝑔
 is a normally distributed generic random term. A conservative driver tends to have 
higher value of 𝜈𝑛 than that of an aggressive driver. Ahmed calibrated the model as follows: 
𝐺𝑛




𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑎𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(2.02 + 0.153 min (0, ∆𝑣𝑛





𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 
∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑎𝑔 = 𝑙𝑎𝑔 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 
 and 𝜀𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡)~𝒩(0, 0.4882)—a normally distributed noise. 
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After the merging vehicle accomplishes the merging maneuver, it will face two conditions of 
either car-following or free-flowing modes. This process can be simulated by a simple 
deterministic speed model such as [88]: 
𝑣 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑣+, 𝑣 + ∆𝑣𝑟) 2-10 
where 𝑣 is the merging’s speed, 𝑣+ represents the speed of the putative leader, and ∆𝑣𝑟 describes 
the maximum possible increase in speed. This model is a simple version of the car-following 
models. Therefore, we prefer to utilize the more advanced linear models discussed in the previous 
section. 
 However, if the merging vehicle cannot find a proper gap to merge, it has to stop before the 
end of the acceleration lane. Thereafter, it has to wait to find a sufficient gap and abruptly 
accelerate to merge. In this study, we attempt to provide the merging conditions prior to reaching 
the merging area to ensure that the merging vehicle will find enough gap to merge. 
2.4 Merging Sequence 
Generally, in traffic networks comprising only conventional vehicles, the sequence of merging is 
determined by giving the priority to the mainstream vehicles. While, in the congested traffic 
condition, the merging vehicles may avoid obeying the priority rule and merge regardless of 
existing an available gap. Sarvi and Kuwahara [89] modeled this type of behavior using zip 
merging concept to show that vehicles merge one by one under congested traffic. A fixed merging 
ratio also was proposed by Cassidy Ahn [90] to model the congested traffic condition.  
Many efforts are done to show that CAVs can improve the traffic conditions using different 
sequencing strategies. Wang et al. [40] presented a series of proactive merging algorithms for the 
communication- and sensor-enabled vehicles to separate the decision point and actual merging 
point. The general merging algorithm could switch between different proactive merging strategies 
(i.e., distance-based, speed-based, and platoon-speed-based) that was the best fit for the existing 
traffic condition. Moreover, the authors utilized a sliding decision point concept to modify the 
decision point under different road conditions. In an extended study, based on the concept of time 
geography, Wang et al. [91] presented a robust proactive merging algorithm to overcome the 
uncertainties related to the sensors.  
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In [36], a proactive optimal merging strategy was proposed to determine the merging order of 
two streams of communication- and sensor-enabled vehicles. By separating the decision-making 
point from the actual merging point, the methodology searches different feasible and prospective 
orders of the vehicles for merging beforehand. Based on the estimated times to arrive at the 
merging point, the methodology chooses the optimal sequence of merging. It was found that this 
strategy beats the conventional mainstream priority merging as well as platoon-speed-based 
algorithm presented in [40] in terms of merging time and rate, waiting time, energy consumption, 
flow, and average speed. 
Li et al. [92] treated the closure of one lane of a highway section similar to the merging 
scenario. In this regard, the scheduling tree was developed to take all the combinations of merging 
sequences and lane-changing options into account. Depending on the objective (e.g., the average 
travel time of merging), the algorithm chose one of the combinations. 
Ntousakis et al. [93] considered a fully connected network and defined a cooperation area in 
which the vehicles can communicate for merging maneuver. Two different algorithms were 
proposed to determine the merging sequence. In the first algorithm, vehicles merged according to 
the order of entering the cooperation area. In the second algorithm, by assuming a fixed merging 
point, the sequence of vehicles depended on the needed time to arrive at the merging point. It was 
shown that both algorithms have very similar performance in providing smooth merging 
trajectories.  
In all of the aforementioned studies, all the vehicles on the mainstream and the merging lane 
were CAV rather than a mixed traffic of conventional vehicles and CAVs. However, 
Pueboobpaphan et al. [52] presented a merging assistant problem for the mixed traffic network, 
where the merging vehicles were conventional and the vehicles on the mainstream were mixed of 
conventional and CACC-equipped vehicles. By roughly predicting the arrival time of merging 
vehicles on the mainstream, the sequence of merging was determined. Accordingly, the 
corresponding CACC-equipped vehicle on the mainstream would decelerate (if necessary) to 
provide a safe gap for the merging vehicle. It was shown that depending on different traffic 
conditions, the performance of the merging assistant can be different and some unnecessary large 
gaps were generated under some conditions. 
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Through investigating the literature, we conclude that a more sophisticated algorithm for the 
merging sequence determination is required to work efficiently in a mixed traffic on both merging 
and mainstream lanes. 
2.5 Model-Based Predictive Control Scheme 
Model-based Predictive Control (MPC) has been utilized in the process industries since 1980. 
Some abilities of MPC (e.g., ability in handling multi-variable systems in presence of the 
constraints and uncertainties) have made it an interesting tools to be employed in other fields such 
as automation, aerospace, energy, food processing, robotics, etc. [94] [95]. Generally, MPC works 
based on the steps below [94]: 
1- Predicting the output at a time horizon using the explicit form of the model 
2- Obtaining the control sequence to minimize an objective function 
3- Receding strategy: at each instant, the prediction horizon applied toward the future, and the 
first control input of the sequence calculated at each step determined and used to update 
the actual control law. 
In other words, in MPC, an objective function should be defined to formulate the control goal 
from the current time until the finite prediction horizon. Afterward, at each instant, a sequence of 
control inputs will be obtained to minimize the objective function over the defined prediction 
horizon. Only the control input corresponding to the current time among the calculated optimal 
control sequence will be utilized to apply to the actual system. This procedure should be 
undertaken in each instant to find the control input. Note that the objective function can be defined 
based on different control goal (e.g., regulation and tracing the desired output) [94]. The basic 
structure of the MPC is shown in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1-MPC general form [95] 
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MPC estimates the predicted outputs and compares to the reference trajectory (i.e., the desired 
output to be followed by the model) to obtain the future error. Then the optimizer uses this error 
to minimize the cost function with respect to the constraints by choosing the control input 
sequences. Some advantages of MPC are as bellow [95]: 
1- The concept is very intuitive and easy to understand 
2- It is applicable to most of the process (dynamics with delay and disturbance) 
3- It can easily handle the multivariable systems  
4- It is efficient in the cases that the future references are known. 
However, MPC could be a time-consuming process, especially when the system has many 
constraints to be satisfied. Moreover, since MPC works based on the system model, it needs an 
accurate system identification process to find an accurate system model. 
2.6 Concluding Remarks 
All in all, in this study, we use Helly’s linear model [70] for the car-following behavior of the 
conventional vehicles. Moreover, Ahmed’s linear model, presented in [57], will be used for the 
free-flow driving behavior of the conventional vehicles as it is able to capture most of the 
uncertainties. To consider both lead and lag gaps in the gap acceptance merging model, we will 
employ Ahmed’s model [57]. Through reviewing the literature, it is concluded that prediction the 
arrival time of the vehicles based on their current motion conditions can be considered as one 
indicator in developing the novel merging sequence determination methodology for the traffic 
control framework. In the next chapter, we will discuss the proposed traffic control framework to 




Chapter 3:  COOPERATIVE OPTIMAL MERGING ALGORITHMS 
In this chapter, a modelling and cooperative control framework is developed for the mixed traffic 
flow comprising CAVs and conventional vehicles in the merging area. We envision that 
cooperative merging for the case of mixed traffic is implemented via a two-level hierarchical 
control framework shown in Figure 3-1, is required. The higher level has access to the information 
of all vehicles in the merging area using various methods (e.g., vehicle to vehicle (V2V) 
communication, vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication, video surveillance, etc.). 
Moreover, the higher level of the framework determines the merging sequence, namely assigns, 
for each vehicle on the on-ramp (i.e., the merging vehicle), the pair of mainstream vehicles that 
will become leader (i.e., the lead vehicle) and follower (i.e., the lag vehicle) of the merging vehicle 
after the merging maneuver is completed. We denote as triplet the set of these three vehicles, i.e., 
a merging vehicle, a lead vehicle, and a lag vehicle, that interact with each other during the merging 
maneuver, according to their types (i.e., conventional or CAV) and initial conditions prior to triplet 
formation. A control zone is defined, where V2V and V2I communication methods are provided. 
As a merging vehicle enters the control zone, the higher level of traffic control assigns it to a triplet 
of vehicles, i.e., forms a triplet, based on certain rules (i.e., prediction of the arrival time of the 
vehicles, types of triplets which can be formed, etc.). Note that in case of low traffic demand on 
the mainstream or on the ramp, the higher level of control can assume a hypothetical conventional 
lead or lag vehicles far from the merging area to form the triplets. However, if the merging vehicle 
faces no vehicle on the mainstream, forming a triplet is not required. In this chapter, we assume 
that triplets’ formation is decided by the higher level of traffic control, and we focus only on the 
lower level of traffic control framework, which is related to developing merging algorithms for 
different types of triplets. However, in the next chapter, the higher level of framework is 
elaborated. 
The lower level of the framework aims at optimizing the movements of CAVs within each 
triplet of vehicles. Our assumption is that, for each triplet, the optimal control inputs (i.e., 
acceleration values for CAVs) are calculated by an individual entity, i.e., either a CAV within the 
triplet or a device in the infrastructure, and such information is delivered to all other CAVs (if 




Figure 3-1.The two-level hierarchical traffic control framework 
Moreover, the necessary information related to all vehicles is collected and communicated through 
V2V/V2I. These assumptions enable the proposed methodology to be used in real-time and to 
reduce the computation needs in the higher level of the framework (i.e., a central coordinator). 
This study is focused on mixed traffic merging situations, hence only six types of triplets that 
consist of both CAV and conventional vehicle are considered. Specifically, we do not investigate 
the triplet composed of three CAVs, as this has been thoroughly investigated in previous studies 
[35], [37]–[39], [43]; nor the triplet of only conventional vehicles where no external control is 
required. Like in most previous studies, we focus mainly on the cooperative gap control and 
longitudinal vehicle movement without lane changing, hence a single mainstream lane of a 
freeway is considered, along with the adjacent single lane of a merging on-ramp (Figure 3-2). 
For the lower level of the framework, a distinct Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) system 
model for each type of triplets is developed such that interactions between conventional vehicles 
and CAVs engaged in the merging maneuver are captured. For each type of triplets, different 
consecutive phases of movements, with different desired control targets, are proposed. For each 
movement phase, the control goal is to track the desired speed and gaps to provide the conditions 
to start the next movement phase. By doing so, the proposed algorithms facilitate the merging 
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maneuvers and avoid stopping of the merging vehicle at the end of the acceleration lane, which 
would entail idling and waiting for another sufficient gap to merge and would thereby cause 
increase of delays, fuel consumption and air pollution. Facilitating the merging maneuver also 
prevents the merging vehicle from unsafely merging in front of a vehicle that moves at a higher 
speed causing its deceleration. 
 
Figure 3-2- A single lane merging area containing conventional (in white) and CAVs (in red). 
A model predictive control (MPC) scheme is employed to cope with the uncertainties and 
delays in the system model (caused by conventional vehicles) and to optimize the defined cost 
functions by calculating the optimal control inputs for CAVs. Moreover, the controller complies 
with the existing constraints related to vehicles safety (e.g., rear-end accidents) and occupants’ 
comfort (e.g., adequate acceleration and jerk values—i.e., the first derivative of acceleration). The 
latter one also mitigates the consequences of switching between different phases of movement 
(e.g., sharp acceleration changes). Note that, by “acceleration”, we mean both positive and 
negative values of the first derivative of speed.  
In the following section, the six different types of triplets are discussed to develop merging 
algorithms. 
3.1 The Characteristics of Merging Triplets 
In this section, for each type of triplets, a corresponding consecutive multi-phase movement 
algorithm is analytically developed to control the merging maneuvers. Note that the last phase of 
the movement is considered to simulate the vehicles after merging under the normal operation 
condition, i.e., when triplets disjoint. The models of individual vehicles in each triplet are 
combined in a state-space MIMO system model. For simplicity, we model each CAV by second-
order dynamics, while two modes of movement are considered for conventional vehicles, i.e., car-
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following and free-flow. Since the proposed framework is developed for real-time implementation, 
linear models for conventional vehicles are used in order to maintain low computational efforts for 
the controllers. Therefore, among the conventional vehicle models, such as [54], [58]–[61] etc., 
we utilize the linear car-following Helly’s model [70] and a linear free-flow model [57]. These 
models are able to capture most aspects of the uncertainties related to human-driven vehicles, such 
as reaction time and uncertainty in following the desired free-flow speed. Moreover, we model 
only longitudinal movements, i.e., we do not account for steering angle and lateral movements. 
Generally, merging maneuvers of conventional vehicles at on-ramps are described in three 
steps: first, the driver monitors the target lane, evaluates, and determines when a proper gap occurs 
in order to merge safely; second, the driver adjusts the vehicle to align with the targeted gap and 
mainstream vehicles speed; and finally, the driver accomplishes the merging maneuver [43]. Let 
us introduce the definitions of lead gap as the space between the front of the merging vehicle and 
the rear of the lead vehicle in the target lane; and lag gap as the space between the rear of the 
merging vehicle and the front of the lag vehicle in the target lane [57]. We assume that, if a 
conventional merging vehicle faces sufficient acceptable lead and lag gaps, it will merge between 
the lead and lag vehicles. In addition, if the merging vehicle travels at the same speed as the 
mainstream vehicles, it can accept a smaller gap to merge [57]. Therefore, in addition to sufficient 
lead and lag gaps availability, we also account for moving at the same speed to allow for merging 
accomplishment. Additionally, we assume that a lag conventional vehicle will cooperate with the 
merging vehicle (by providing sufficient lag gap) if they move at the same speed while the merger 
is located on the acceleration lane between the lead and lag vehicles (We proved this idea in 
Appendix I).  
We illustrate all six types of triplets in Figure 3-3 to Figure 3-14, where vehicles shown in red 
are of the CAV type, vehicles shown in white are of conventional type, and the vehicles shown in 
gray can be of either type. The conditions of one-way transition to the next movement phase for 
all types of triplets are summarized in Table 3-1, which will be elaborated in this section. Point A 
and B are defined as the beginning and the end of acceleration lane respectively, along which 
merging is allowed and has to be completed. A control zone is defined, in which I2V 
communication is provided (as is shown by two large dashed parentheses in Figure 3-3 to 




Table 3-1- One-way transition conditions in each phase of movement 
Triplet 
types 
Conditions to be satisfied in each phase for transition to the next phase 
Phase 1 Phase 2 
Type I 
If V2 is downstream of point A and V2 is 
located between V3 and V1 on the acceleration 
lane, at the same speed of V3 (with acceptable 
±5% tolerance), V3 will agree to cooperate, 
and the second phase will start. 
V2 is on the acceleration lane 
between points A and B. If desired 
acceptable lead and lag gaps are 
provided for V2, it will merge, and 
phase 3 will start. 
Type 
II 
V2 and V3 cooperate to create desired 
acceptable lead and lag gaps before they reach 
point A. Therefore, after passing point A, if V2 
faces acceptable lead and lag gaps, it will 




V1 and V3 cooperate to create the acceptable 
lead and lag gaps for V2 before reaching point 
A. After V2 passes point A, if it perceives the 





V3 follows V1, keeping the distance of desired 
acceptable lead + lag gaps. If V2 has 100 
meters left to reach point A, phase 2 will start. 
V2 passes point A. If desired 
acceptable lead (by speed difference 
between V1 and V2) and lag (by V3) 
gaps are provided, V2 will merges, 
and phase 3 will start. 
Type 
V 
V1 travels such that when V2 reaches point A, 
it locates between V1 and V3 on the 
acceleration lane at the same speed (with 
acceptable ±5% tolerance). Therefore, after 
V2 passed point A, if it locates between V1 and 
V3 at the same speed, V3 will agree to 
cooperate, and phase 2 will start. 
V2 is on the acceleration lane 
between points A and B. If desired 
acceptable lead (by V1) and lag (by 
V3) gaps are provided, V2 will 
merges, and phase 3 will start. 
Type 
VI 
V2 travels such that it locates between V1 and 
V3, when reaches point A. Therefore, after V2 
passes point A, if it locates within between V1 
and V3 on the acceleration lane at the same 
speed (with acceptable ±5% tolerance), V3 
will agree to cooperate, and phase 2 will start. 
V2 is on the acceleration lane 
between points A and B. If desired 
acceptable lead (by V2) and lag (by 
V3) gaps are provided, V2 will 
merges, and phase 3 will start. 
The remaining of this chapter provides more details on different movement phases of each 
triplet type. To facilitate an intuitive reference to various triplet types, we use the types of lead 
(V1), merging (V2), and lag (V3) vehicles as V1-V2-V3, respectively. In addition, in this chapter, 
the merging algorithms are elaborated and the state-space models of each scenario are developed. 
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3.1.1 Type I: CAV-CAV-Conventional  
In this scenario, the lead (V1) and the merging vehicles (V2) are both CAVs, while the lag vehicle 
(V3) is a conventional vehicle (Figure 3-3). In this case, behavior of V3 is modeled using a 
combination of a car-following model and a free-flow model, depending on its distance from V1. 
VL1 and VL2 (the immediate vehicles ahead of V1 and V2, respectively) are also considered as a 
disturbance to the system to guarantee compliancy with a safe distance from them. Note that, V1 
and V2 can be either CAV or conventional vehicle; however, their dynamic models are not 
required in the triplet model.  
 
Figure 3-3. Sketch of triplet type I 
If V3 is far from V1 (i.e., more than the threshold distance required to activate a car-following 
behavior), V3 moves at its own desired free-flow speed independently of V1. Consequently, V2 
will have enough gap to merge between V1 and V3. On the other hand, if V3 follows V1, the small 
distance between them will not allow V2 to merge easily. Accordingly, we will discuss the latter 
condition as a worst-case scenario. In this scenario, three main movement phases are considered 
to describe the merging strategy (Figure 3-4). 
3.1.1.1 Phase 1 (merging vehicle approaches the acceleration lane) 
The vehicles enters the control zone and V3 is following V1. In this case, V2 will merge only if 
V1 and V3 can provide enough lead and lag gaps respectively, while V2 is in the acceleration lane 
(between point A and B shown in Figure 3-4). Since V3 is a conventional vehicle, it cannot be 
controlled, rather it is modeled through a stochastic car-following/free-flow algorithm. This 
merging methodology proposes a mechanism to provide the conditions to gain the cooperation of 
V3—the conventional vehicle, in order to create the acceptable lag gap for V2—the CAV merging 
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vehicle. In this regard, as mentioned in previous section, it is assumed that if V2 moves at the same 
speed as mainstream vehicles (V1 and V3) and V2 is located between them, V3 (as a conventional 
vehicle) will cooperate with V2 to provide enough lag gap for merging. Therefore, V2 moves such 
that it reaches the point A between V3 and V1 at the same speed as V3. Accordingly, when V3 
perceives V2 at the beginning of the acceleration lane, it cooperates with it to merge by providing 
the acceptable lag gap. In this phase, the control goal is that V2 follows V1 with half the distance 
(or less) between V1 and V3. At the same time, V1 has to maintain the desired speed of the 
mainstream. To model this phase, the linear Helly’s model [70] is considered as a conventional 
car-following model. Therefore, for V3, we have 
 
Figure 3-4. Movement phases of triplet type I 
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𝑎3(𝑡) = 𝛼1∆𝑣1,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛼2[∆𝑥1,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)−𝑔𝑠3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)] 3-1 
where 𝑔𝑠3 represents the desired distance headway, ∆𝑣1,3 = 𝑣1 − 𝑣3 and ∆𝑥1,3 = 𝑥1 −𝑥3 are the 
relative speed and space headway between V1 and V3, respectively. The model coefficients, 𝛼𝑖s, 
can be calibrated using real data. Moreover, 𝑎3 represents the acceleration of V3, and 𝜏3 the 
reaction time of V3. The desired distance headway is modeled as follows [70], [71] 
𝑔𝑠3(𝑡 − 𝜏3) = 𝛽1+𝛽2𝑣3(𝑡 − 𝜏3) 3-2  
By substituting 𝑔𝑠3 in 𝑎3, we have 
𝑎3(𝑡) = 𝛾1𝑣3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾2𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾3∆𝑥1,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾4 3-3  
where 𝛾𝑖s can be defined as: 
𝛾1 = −𝛼1−𝛼2𝛽2 , 𝛾2 = 𝛼1 , 𝛾3 = 𝛼2 , 𝛾4 = −𝛼2𝛽1 3-4  
By substituting ∆𝑥1,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3) = ∆𝑥1,2(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+∆𝑥2,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3) in (3), we have 
𝑎3(𝑡) = 𝛾1𝑣3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾2𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾3∆𝑥1,2(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾3∆𝑥2,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾4 3-5  
In this phase, V1 and V2 should also keep a safe distance from their leaders (if exist), hence, 
we need to take ∆?̇?𝐿1,1(𝑡) = 𝑣𝐿1(𝑡) − 𝑣1(𝑡) and ∆?̇?𝐿2,2(𝑡) = 𝑣𝐿2(𝑡) − 𝑣2(𝑡) into account in the 
system model, where ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑡) and ∆𝑥L2,2(𝑡) are the distances of V1 and V2 from their leaders, 
and 𝑣𝐿1(𝑡) and 𝑣𝐿2(𝑡) are the speeds of VL1 and VL2, respectively. 
3.1.1.2 Phase 2 (merging vehicle on the acceleration lane) 
It is assumed that V3 agrees to cooperate when it perceives V2 (i.e., when V2 has reached point 
A) in phase 1. As a result, in phase2, V3 changes its leader from V1 to V2 and starts following V2 
with the car-following prescribed distance (acceptable lag gap). Accordingly, the acceleration of 









′ 3-6  
The coefficients of equation 3-6 are modified to provide a lag gap larger than the steady–state 
car-following gap (equal to acceptable lag gap). In this phase, as the control goal, V1 and V2 
cooperate such that the distance between them reaches the desired acceptable lead gap and the 
speed of vehicles reaches the desired speed of the mainstream. When the desired acceptable lead 
and lag gaps are provided for V2, V2 will merge between V1 and V3 and the system enters the 
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third phase. Furthermore, V1 and V2 must always keep a safe distance from their leaders if there 
is any (the leader of V2 might merge anytime in the mainstream lane). 
Note that V3’s perception of a merging vehicle depends on many factors such as the geometry 
of the ramp, weather conditions, the type and size of both vehicles, the driver characteristics, 
vehicles current speeds, and the most important one, the distance between them [96]. In this study, 
it is assumed that when the merging vehicle (i.e., V2) reaches point A, it is perceivable by the lag 
vehicle (i.e., V3) if they are longitudinally closer than the car following threshold. 
3.1.1.3 Phase 3 (merging vehicle completes the maneuver) 
After completing the merging maneuver, V3 follows V2 using a conventional car-following 
model; V2 keeps a distance (smaller than the desired acceptable lead gap) from its leader (V1); V1 
will move at its desired mainstream speed while keeping desired safe distance from the 
downstream vehicle in front. In this phase, the acceleration of V3 can be modeled as follows: 
𝑎3(𝑡) = 𝛾1𝑣3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾2𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾3∆𝑥2,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾4 3-7  
3.1.1.4 The general model and control targets of triplet type I  
The general model for all the phases is as follows: 
∆?̇?1,2(𝑡) = 𝑣1(𝑡)−𝑣2(𝑡) 
∆?̇?2,3(𝑡) = 𝑣2(𝑡) − 𝑣3(𝑡) 
∆?̇?𝐿1,1(𝑡) = 𝑣𝐿1(𝑡) − 𝑣1(𝑡) 
∆?̇?𝐿2,2(𝑡) = 𝑣𝐿2(𝑡)− 𝑣2(𝑡) 
?̇?1(𝑡) = 𝑎1(𝑡) 















′                                 Φ = 2
𝛾1𝑣3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾2𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾3∆𝑥2,3(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝛾4                                     Φ= 3
 
3-8  
where Φ indicates the movement phase number. 
Considering 𝑋(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡)  𝑣3(𝑡)  ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑡)  ∆𝑥L2,2(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the 
state-space vector, 𝑈(𝑡) = [𝑎1(𝑡) 𝑎2(𝑡)]
𝑇as the input vector, and 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as 




𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏3)+𝐵𝑈(𝑡)+𝐷𝑖,   𝑖 = Φ ∈ {1,2,3} 
𝑌(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑋(𝑡) 
3-9  
where 𝐴𝑖
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In phase 1, V2 should reach the merging area between the vehicles on the mainstream at the 






𝑑 ] 3-11  
where 𝑣 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑑  is the desired mainstream speed. Note that since V2 and V1 are CAVs, V2 can accept 
even smaller lead gap, and accordingly, we can consider a smaller value instead of ∆𝑥1,3(𝑗)/2 in 
the desired output vector. In phase 2, the distance between V1 and V2 should reach the desired 





𝑑 ] 3-12  







𝑑 ] 3-13  
where 𝑔𝑠1,2 is the desired steady-state distance headway value between automated vehicles (i.e., 
V1 and V2). 
3.1.2 Type II: Conventional-CAV-CAV  
In this scenario, V2 and V3 as the merging vehicle and lag vehicle are CAVs. V1 as a conventional 
vehicle moves at free-flow speed or follows its leader using a car-following model (Figure 3-5). 
In either of the conditions, the dynamics of V1 is not affected by the sub-system model as it can 
be considered as a real-time disturbance. Similarly, the distance of V2 from VL2 (the immediate 
vehicle ahead of V2) is considered as a real-time disturbance to guarantee a safe distance. 
Therefore, we can model the system using only CAVs models (i.e., a second order dynamics). This 
maneuvering scenario is described in two movement phases (Figure 3-6). 
3.1.2.1 Phase 1 (before merging) 
This phase begins by entering the vehicles to the control zone. In order to facilitate the merging 
maneuver, V2 and V3 cooperate such that V2 keeps its desired acceptable lead gap from V1 and 
its desired acceptable lag gap from V2. CAVs must gain these desired values before reaching point 
A. When V2 reach point A, it will merge between V1 and V3, as it faces the desired acceptable 
lead and lag gaps. 
 




Figure 3-6. Movement phases of triplet type II 
3.1.2.2 Phase 2 (after merging)  
After V2 merged and located between V1 and V3, the desired distance between V1-V2 and V2-
V3 will change to the distances smaller than before. Note that V2 and V3 regulate their speeds to 
track the speed of V1 while maintaining constant distances. 
3.1.2.3 The general model and control targets of triplet type II 
Note that the system model is similar for both motion phases, however, the control goal will be 
different in each phase. Considering 𝑋 = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡) 𝑣2(𝑡) 𝑣3(𝑡) ∆𝑥𝐿2,2(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the state-
space vector, 𝐷(𝑡) as a deterministic disturbance related to the speed of V1 and VL2,                 
𝑈(𝑡) = [𝑎2(𝑡) 𝑎3(𝑡)]
𝑇as the control law sequence, and 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)]
𝑇 as the 
system output, the system model (for all the phases of the merging maneuver) is defined below  
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡)+𝐵𝑈(𝑡)+𝐷(𝑡) 
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, and 𝐶 = [
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
]. 
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For this triplet type, the control target is to provide desired acceptable lead and lag gaps in 





] 3-16  
where 𝑔𝑑,𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 and 𝑔𝑑,𝑙𝑎𝑔 represent the desired acceptable lead and lag gaps, respectively. The lead 
and lag gaps are related to a conventional vehicle and CAVs, respectively. Due to the fact that 
CAVs can operate with smaller distance headways, the value assigned to 𝑔𝑑,𝑙𝑎𝑔 can be smaller 
than the values of 𝑔𝑑,𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑. In phase 2, the target is to achieve the desired steady-state distance 
between the vehicles after the merging maneuver. Therefore, the vehicles only need the desired 





] 3-17  
Note that 𝑔𝑠1,2 is the desired steady-state distance between a conventional vehicle and a CAV, 
while 𝑔𝑠2,3 is between two CAVs. Therefore, 𝑔𝑠2,3 can have a smaller value than 𝑔𝑠1,2. 
3.1.3 Type III: CAV-Conventional-CAV 
In this scenario, the two vehicles on the mainstream (V1 and V3) are CAVs and the merging 
vehicle (V2) is a conventional (Figure 3-7). Since V1 should always keep a safe distance from the 
immediate vehicle ahead (VL1), we will consider it as a real-time disturbance in the triplet model. 
In this case, a two-phase movement is considered as below (Figure 3-8). 
3.1.3.1 Phase 1 (before merging) 
Vehicles enter the control zone. As V1 and V3 are able to detect the location of the merging vehicle 
(V2), they adjust their longitudinal distance from V2 to maintain desired acceptable lead and lag 
gaps when they reach point A. Keeping a constant distance from V2 requires having the same 
speed as V2. By providing these goals, V2 merges when it reaches point A. V2’s movement, before 
merging, can be simulated by the car-following model (similar to equation 3-1) or the free-flow 
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model [57] shown by equation 3-18. In this movement phase, we assumed that V2 moves by the 
free-flow model, however, by modifying 𝐴1
𝜏  and 𝐷1(𝑡) in the general model shown in 
equation 3-19, it is possible to also take the car-following behavior into account. 
 
Figure 3-7. Sketch of triplet type III 
 
 
Figure 3-8. Movement phases of triplet type III 
?̇?2(𝑡) = 𝜆 [𝑣2
𝑑−𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)]+ 𝜀2(𝑡) 3-18  
where 𝜀2(𝑡) = 𝒩(0, 𝜎2) is a zero-mean normally distributed error with the variance of 𝜎2 and 𝑣2
𝑑 is 
the desired speed of the conventional vehicles on the merging lane. 
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3.1.3.2 Phase 2 (after merging) 
After V2 merges between the mainstream vehicles, its behavior changes and starts following its 
new leader (V1). Accordingly, the conventional car-following model (similar to equation 3-1) is 
employed to simulate its behavior. At the same time, V1 maintains the desired speed of the 
mainstream while V3 follows V2 with a certain distance (smaller than the desired acceptable lag 
gap). 
3.1.3.3 The general model and control targets of triplet type III 
Considering 𝑋(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡) 𝑣3(𝑡)  ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the state-space vector,                  
𝑈(𝑡) = [𝑎1(𝑡) 𝑎3(𝑡)]
𝑇 as the input vector, and 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 (for the first 
phase) and 𝑌(𝑡) = [ ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 (for the second phase) as the system outputs, the system 
model is 
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡)+𝐴𝑖
𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+𝐵𝑈(𝑡)+𝐷𝑖(𝑡),  𝑖 = Φ ∈ {1,2} 
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, 𝐶1 = [
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
] ,𝐶2 = [
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
]. 
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To facilitate the merging maneuver of V2, the control target in phase 1 is defined to provide 
desired acceptable lead and lag gaps for V2 while vehicles on the mainstream move at the same 








] 3-21  
In phase 2, ∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) is not controllable, as V2, a conventional vehicle, follows V1. 
Accordingly, the control goal is that V3 follows V2 with in a closer distance while V1 travels at 





𝑑 ] 3-22  
3.1.4 Type IV: Conventional-Conventional-CAV 
In this scenario (Figure 3-9), all the vehicles are conventional except the follower (V3) which is a 
CAV. It is assumed that V2 reaches point A after V1 (it can be predicted by a higher level of 
hierarchical traffic control framework). Otherwise, we will face another scenario—a triplet with 
all conventional vehicles or all conventional except the leader (i.e., triplet type V). 
 
Figure 3-9. Sketch of triplet type IV 
A three-phase control algorithm is proposed to facilitate the merging maneuver (Figure 3-10). 
3.1.4.1 Phase 1 (providing the proper distance before merging) 
In this phase, vehicles are far from the merging area. To ensure that there will be enough gap 
between V1 and V3, V3 follows V1 at the same speed as V1 while keeping the distance of desired 
acceptable lead + lag gaps from V1. Having the same speed of desired mainstream speed helps to 




Figure 3-10. Movement phases of triplet type IV 
3.1.4.2 Phase 2 (preparing the speed before merging) 
This phase starts when all the vehicles are close to the merging area (e.g., V2 has 100 meters left 
to reach the point A). In this phase, V3 starts tracing the speed of V2 while keeping the desired 
acceptable lag gap from it. When V2 reaches point A, it will have enough lead gap (due to the fact 
that V1 moves faster than V2 and the desired acceptable lead gap was provided in phase 1) and 
enough lag gap to merge (if not it will wait for enough lag gap to be provided). Therefore, after 




In the first and second phases, both V1 and V2 move at their desired free-flow speed. 
Therefore, for both vehicles, a linear free-flow model [57] (similar to equation 3-18) is used. 
?̇?1(𝑡) = 𝜆 [𝑣1
𝑑−𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏1)]+ 𝜀1(𝑡) 3-23  
?̇?2(𝑡) = 𝜆 [𝑣2
𝑑−𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)]+ 𝜀2(𝑡) 3-24  
where 𝜀1 𝑜𝑟 2(𝑡) = 𝒩(0, 𝜎1 𝑜𝑟 2) is a zero-mean normally distributed error with the variance of 𝜎1 𝑜𝑟 2 
and 𝑣1
𝑑 and 𝑣2
𝑑 are the desired speed of the mainstream and the merging lanes, respectively. 
3.1.4.3 Phase 3 (after merging) 
After merging, if V2 is close enough to V1, V2 will follow V1 based on a car-following model. 
Otherwise, V2 will move with the free-flow speed. Moreover, V3 follows V2 with a constant 
distance smaller than the desired acceptable lag gap. For phase 3, we have 
?̇?1(𝑡) = 𝜆 [𝑣1
𝑑−𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏1)]+ 𝜀1(𝑡) 3-25  
?̇?2(𝑡) = 𝛾1𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+ 𝛾2𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+ 𝛾3∆𝑥1,2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+ 𝛾4 3-26  
where 𝛾𝑖s can be obtained similar to equation 3-4.  
3.1.4.4 The general model and control targets of triplet type IV  
The general model for all the phases are as follows: 
∆?̇?1,3(𝑡) = 𝑣1(𝑡) − 𝑣3(𝑡) 
∆?̇?2,3(𝑡) = 𝑣2(𝑡)−𝑣3(𝑡) 
?̇?1(𝑡) = 𝜆 [𝑣1
𝑑−𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏1)]+ 𝜀1(𝑡) 
?̇?2(𝑡) = {
𝜆 [𝑣2
𝑑 −𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)]+ 𝜀2(𝑡)                                                            ,Φ = 1 or 2
𝛾1𝑣2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+𝛾2𝑣1(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+𝛾3∆𝑥1,2(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+𝛾4              ,          Φ = 3
 
?̇?3(𝑡) = 𝑎3(𝑡) 
3-27  
Note that in preparation for the execution of the merging maneuver (i.e., phases 1 and 2), the 
control goals are related to the distance between V1-V3 and V1-V2. As a result, it is more 
reasonable to consider ∆𝑥1,3(𝑡)  and ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡) in the state-space vector. Therefore, considering 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑎3(𝑡) as the control input,  𝑋 = [∆𝑥1,3(𝑡) ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡)  𝑣3(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the state-space 
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vector, 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,3(𝑡)  𝑣3(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the system output (for the first phase) and                                
𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥2,3(𝑡) 𝑣3(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the system outputs (for the second phase), the system model becomes: 
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡)+𝐴𝑖
𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏2)+𝐵𝑈(𝑡)+𝐷𝑖(𝑡), 𝑖 = Φ ∈ {1,2,3} 
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, 𝐶1 = [
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
], and  𝐶2 = 𝐶3 = [
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
].  
3-29  
For simplicity, in developing the controller, we can overlook the dynamics of V1 after merging, 
due to the fact that the dynamic of V3 is independent of V1.  
In phase 1, V3 follows V1 at the same speed to ensure enough lead and lag gaps and avoid 
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In the third phase, the target is that V3 follows V2 with a desired steady-state distance and at the 







] 3-32  
3.1.5 Type V: CAV-Conventional-Conventional 
In this scenario, V2 and V3 are conventional vehicles and V1 is CAV (Figure 3-11). Similar to 
triplet type I, we assume that V3 follows V1 at the beginning. As V1 must always keep a safe 
distance from the immediate vehicle in front of it (VL1), it is considered as a real-time disturbance 
in the triplet modeling. To facilitate the merging maneuver, a three-phase movement is considered 
(Figure 3-12). 
 
Figure 3-11. Sketch of triplet type V 
3.1.5.1 Phase 1 (merging vehicle approaches the acceleration lane) 
In this phase, V1 keeps a certain longitudinal distance (lower than steady-state following distance 
between V3 and V1) from V2 to ensure that V2 reaches point A between V1 and V3. By doing so, 
all the vehicles will move at the same speed (i.e. the speed of V2), when V2 reaches point A in 
front of V3. Accordingly, V2 can be perceived by V3 and gain its cooperation for merging. In this 
study, we assume that if V2 moves further than V3 on the acceleration lane at the same speed, V3 
will cooperate to allow V2 to merge in front of it. Moreover, in this phase, the car-following model 
(similar to equation 3-1) is used to simulate V3 and the free-flow model (similar to equation 3-18) 




Figure 3-12. Movement phases of triplet type V 
3.1.5.2 Phase 2 (merging vehicle on the acceleration lane) 
In this phase, to cooperate for providing an acceptable lag gap for V2, V3 takes V2 as a new leader 
and starts following it by maintaining a certain headway distance (i.e., desired acceptable lag gap). 
To simulate V3, the car-following model similar to the one defined by equation 3-1), but with 
different model parameters is used. Meanwhile, the control goal of V1 is to provide the desired 
acceptable lead gap. At the same time, V2 moves at the desired free-flow speed of merging lane 
while waiting for the acceptable lead and lag gaps to merge. The motion of V2 is modeled using 
the free-flow model (similar to equation 3-18).V2 will continue moving on the acceleration lane 
and will merge if V3 and V1 provide enough lag and lead gaps, respectively. 
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3.1.5.3 Phase 3 (merging vehicle completes the maneuver) 
After undertaking the merging maneuver, V2 will follow V1 using conventional car-following 
model and V1 will increase its speed to reach the desired speed of the mainstream. Moreover, V3 
follows V2 with a closer distance than the desired acceptable lag gap. 
3.1.5.4 The general model and control targets of triplet type V 
Considering 𝑋 = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡)  𝑣3(𝑡)  ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 as the state-space vector,               
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑎1(𝑡) as the input vector, and 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) 𝑣1(𝑡)]
𝑇
 (in the first and second phases) 
and 𝑌(𝑡) = [𝑣1(𝑡)]
𝑇(in the third phase) as the system outputs, the system model will be  
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡) + 𝐴𝑖
𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏) + 𝐵𝑈(𝑡) + 𝐷𝑖(𝑡), 𝑖 = Φ ∈ {1,2,3} 
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𝐶1 = 𝐶2 = [
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
], 𝐶3 = [0 0 1 0 0 0]. 
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Similar to the first type, in the first phase, the control goal is to ensure that V2 reaches the merging 
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] 3-36  
In the third phase, V2 has merged and the only goal is that V1 moves at the desired mainstream 
free-flow speed. Therefore, we have 
𝑌3
𝑑 = 𝑣 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑑  3-37  
3.1.6 Type VI: Conventional-CAV-Conventional 
In this scenario, V1 (the lead vehicle) and V3 (the lag vehicle) are conventional vehicles and V2 
(merging vehicle) is a CAV (Figure 3-13). Similar to the first scenario, it is assumed that V3 is 
following V1 using the car-following model defined by equation 3-1, while V1 moves using the 
free-flow model described by equation 3-18. To consider the safe distance of V2 from the 
immediate vehicle ahead, VL2 is taken into account in the triplet modeling as a real-time 
disturbance. To facilitate the merging maneuver, a two-phase strategy is developed (Figure 3-14). 
 
Figure 3-13. Sketch of triplet type VI 
3.1.6.1 Phase 1 (merging vehicle approaches the acceleration lane) 
The best strategy for V2 is to reach the point A between V1-V3 at the same speed as V3. By doing 
so, V3 can perceive V2 and cooperate to provide enough lag gap. In this phase, V2 reaches point 
A between V1 and V3 at the same speed as V3. 
3.1.6.2 Phase 2 (merging vehicle on the acceleration lane) 
V3 agrees to cooperate, and accordingly, it follows V2 (using the car-following model described 
by equation 3-1) with different model parameters) with a distance larger than usual (i.e., desired 
acceptable lag gap). At the same time, V2 provides enough lead gap from V1. Eventually, V2 faces 




Figure 3-14. Movement phases of triplet type VI 
3.1.6.3 Phase 3 (merging vehicle completes the maneuver) 
After V2 undertakes the merging maneuver, it follows V1 with a certain distance (smaller than the 
desired acceptable lead gap). The movements of V1 and V3 can be modeled using the conventional 
car-following model (i.e., equation 3-1) and free-follow model (i.e., equation 3-18), respectively. 
3.1.6.4 The general model and control targets of triplet type VI 
Considering 𝑋 = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡)  𝑣1(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡)  𝑣3(𝑡)  ∆𝑥L2,2(𝑡)]
𝑇
as the state-space vector, 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑎2(𝑡) as the input vector, and 𝑌(𝑡) = [∆𝑥1,2(𝑡)  𝑣2(𝑡) ]
𝑇
 as the system output, the system 
model will be  
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?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡) + 𝐴𝑖
𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏) + 𝐵𝑈(𝑡) + 𝐷𝑖(𝑡), 𝑖 = Φ ∈ {1,2,3} 
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, 𝐶 = [
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
]. 
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Similar to the first and fifth triplet types, the merging vehicle (V2) has to reach the merging 





] 3-40  














3.2 Model Predictive Control Design 
The system models discussed in Section 3 are subjected to many changes, which may be caused 
by inaccurate prediction of conventional vehicle behaviors and motions, unexpected disturbances 
due to human-driven vehicles, delays caused by human-driven vehicles’ reaction time, and further 
unexpected uncertainties. A model predictive control (MPC) scheme is employed to tackle the 
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uncertainties and delays in the system model while optimizing the defined cost functions and 
calculating the optimal control inputs for CAVs. Note that for each movement phase, the controller 
works independent of other movement phases. Generally, in each movement phase, by predicting 
the future values of state variables in a specific prediction horizon, MPC proposes the optimal 
control action for the current time to minimize a cost function [44], [95]. 
 As described in the previous section, the system model for the six types of interacting vehicle 
triplets, in each phase of merging maneuver, are developed in the general form of  
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡)+𝐴𝜏𝑋(𝑡 − 𝜏)+𝐵𝑈(𝑡)+𝐷(𝑡) 
𝑌(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑋(𝑡) 3-43  
where the coefficient matrices may differ depending on the triplet type and the phase of movement, 
according to equations 3-9, 3-14, 3-28, 3-33, and 3-38. For example, 𝐴𝜏 is zero in triplet type II, 
and 𝐷(𝑡) is time-variant in all the triplet types except the first one. The general control goal is that 
the system output tracks different targets in each phase of merging maneuvers. Therefore, in this 
section, for the general model described by equation 3-43, a MPC is designed to obtain the optimal 
input trajectories for CAVs by minimizing a proposed general objective function. To be practically 
applicable, the system model and all computations are considered in discrete-time form. 
3.2.1 Prediction model  
To discretize the model described by equation 3-43, let 𝑡 = 𝑗∆𝑡, where 𝑗 is the incremental time 
step. Therefore, we have 
𝑋(𝑗 + 1) = (𝐼 + ∆𝑡𝐴)𝑋(𝑗) + ∆𝑡𝐴𝜏𝑋(𝑗 − 𝑘) + ∆𝑡𝐵𝑈(𝑗) + ∆𝑡𝐷(𝑗) 
𝑌(𝑗) = 𝐶𝑋(𝑗) 3-44  
where 𝑘 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝜏/∆𝑡). For notation simplicity, let 𝐼 + ∆𝑡𝐴 = 𝐴′, ∆𝑡𝐴𝜏 = 𝐴𝜏
′ , ∆𝑡𝐵 = 𝐵′, and 
∆𝑡𝐷(𝑗) = 𝐷′(𝑗). Accordingly, we have 
𝑋(𝑗 + 1) = 𝐴′𝑋(𝑗) + 𝐴𝜏
′𝑋(𝑗 − 𝑘) + 𝐵′𝑈(𝑗) + 𝐷′(𝑗) 3-45  
For triplet type I, we assume that 𝐷′(𝑗) is constant over the prediction horizon, as it is a 
constant vector during all the movement phases. For the rest of triplets, 𝐷′(𝑗) is related to the 
velocities of conventional vehicles (in the free-flow mode) which contain some uncertainties (i.e., 




considered over the prediction horizon, namely 𝐷′(𝑗) is calculated using ±2𝜎𝑛 instead of the 
uncertain value of 𝜀1or2. For instance, in the first phase of scenario IV, the worst-case scenario is 
that V1 and V2 move at a slower speed than expected, hence they create smaller gaps than 
anticipated. Therefore, by assuming the minimum speed values of V1 and V2 in 𝐷′(𝑗) (using−2𝜎𝑛 
over the prediction horizon, we calculate the optimal control input. These assumptions allow us to 
formulate the prediction model as follows: 
?̂?(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥+1 | 𝑗) = 𝐴
′?̂?(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥 | 𝑗)+𝐴𝜏
′ ?̂?(𝑗 − 𝑘+ 𝑙𝑥| 𝑗)+𝐵
′𝑈(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥| 𝑗)+𝐷
′(𝑗),  
𝑙𝑥 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑝𝑥 
3-46  
where 𝑝𝑥 is the maximum value of the state prediction, i.e., the state prediction horizon. By 
defining the control increments over the control horizon (𝑝𝑢) and the vector of predicted outputs 
over prediction horizon (𝑝𝑥) as below, we have 
?̂?𝒋 = [
?̂?(𝑗 + 1 | 𝑗)
⋮
?̂?(𝑗 + 𝑝𝑥 | 𝑗)
],  𝑼𝒋 = [
𝑈(𝑗)
⋮
𝑈(𝑗 + 𝑝𝑢 )
] 3-47  
We also define a memory vector ?̂?𝒋
𝒌 as follows: 
?̅?𝒋
𝑘 = [
?̂?(𝑗 −  𝑘| 𝑗)
⋮
?̂?(𝑗 − 1 | 𝑗)
] 3-48  
where ?̂?(𝑗 −  𝑘| 𝑗) to ?̂?(𝑗 − 1 | 𝑗) represent a memory of the system caused by the reaction time of 
the conventional vehicle(s). By applying equation 3-46 recursively to the initial condition, the 
elements of the predicted output vector can be obtained, and the predictive model is 
?̂?𝑗 = 𝑮1𝑋(𝑗) + 𝑮2?̅?𝒋
𝑘 + 𝑭1𝑼𝑗 + 𝑭2𝐷
′(𝑗) 3-49  
where the coefficient matrices 𝑮𝟏, 𝑮𝟐, 𝑭𝟏, and 𝑭2 are obtained in  Appendix II. The target of MPC 
is that the system tracks the desired output (𝑌𝑑) in each phase of each triplet type. Therefore, the 




∑[?̂?(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥 | 𝑗) − 𝑌
𝑑(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥 | 𝑗)]
𝑇
𝑄𝑙𝑥[?̂?(𝑗 + 𝑙𝑥 | 𝑗) − 𝑌














In this objective function, the first term represents the error between the actual and desired 
output, which is the main target of our control strategy. The second term is defined to avoid 
obtaining unrealistic large inputs values (acceleration). 𝑄𝑙𝑥 and 𝑅𝑙𝑢 are symmetric positive semi-










𝑇𝑹𝑼𝑗 3-51  
where 𝑸 and 𝑹  are diagonal block matrices with 𝑄𝑙𝑥 and 𝑅𝑙𝑢  on the main diagonal blocks. Note 
that adjusting 𝑸 and 𝑹 help to adjust the convergence speed of these optimization process. 
3.2.2 System constraints 
The constraints are defined to address the safe distance between vehicles, the speed limits in 
different lanes, the maximum/minimum allowed acceleration, and the maximum/ minimum 
allowed jerk (i.e., the first derivative of acceleration). These constraints are defined assuming that 
the system is under normal operation condition, rather than the conditions including severe 
accelerations by the conventional vehicles which may lead to emergency braking by CAVs. 
When the system switches from one phase to the next one, the system model and the desired 
control target may change accordingly. Consequently, high values of control input(s) and 
discontinuous derivative of the control input(s) may be created, which cause discomfort 
acceleration and jerk values for the passengers/driver. Therefore, we have considered different 
constraints on acceleration values and corresponding slew rate to limit the undesired responses 
when switching between different phases occurs. The constraints over the acceleration values are 
as below. 
𝑈 ≤ 𝑈(𝑗) ≤ 𝑈 3-52  
Generally, the upper-bar and lower-bar notations represent the lower and upper bounds of the 
variables, respectively. Furthermore, the slew rate constraint over the control inputs is 
∆𝑈 ≤
(𝑈(𝑗) − 𝑈(𝑗 − 1))
∆𝑡
⁄ ≤ ∆𝑈 3-53  
where ∆𝑈 and ∆𝑈 show the vector of lower and upper bounds for jerk, respectively. The limits 
over the speeds are as follows: 
𝑉 ≤ [𝑣1(𝑗) 𝑣2(𝑗) 𝑣3(𝑗)]
𝑇 ≤ 𝑉 3-54  
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where 𝑉 and 𝑉 represent the vector of lower and upper bounds for speeds of vehicles, respectively. 
For the safe distance and not passing in a lane, we have 
[∆𝑥1,2(𝑗) ∆𝑥2,3(𝑗) ∆𝑥1,3(𝑗) ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑗) ∆𝑥L2,2(𝑗)]
𝑇 ≥ ∆𝑋 3-55  
where ∆𝑋 is the lower bound vector over the distances between vehicles. Note that all constraints 
are subject to change depending on the phase of the movement. For instance, the lag vehicle is not 
allowed to pass the lead vehicle in all the phases. At the same time, the merging vehicle can pass 
the lead and lag vehicles before merging, while it cannot pass them after accomplishing the 
merging maneuver. Furthermore, ∆𝑥L1,1(𝑗) and ∆𝑥L2,2(𝑗) are the distance of V1 and V2 (if they 
are CAVs) from their immediate vehicles ahead (if there is any), respectively. Therefore, they are 
also subject to change depending on different movement phases of different triplet types. Note that 
VL1 and VL2 may change as in actual traffic flow, they might accomplish merging maneuvers 
before the vehicles in the triplet and the order of vehicle changes. 
3.2.3 Optimization solver 
 As all the constraint are convertible to the linear constraint over the control input, objective (i.e., 
equation 3-50) is a quadratic function imposed to linear constraints. Accordingly, we can use any 
quadratic programing (QP) techniques to obtain the optimal control input. As the suggested 
quadratic cost function is convex (proven in Appendix III), the solution found by QP methods (in 
each instant) is global optimum solution.  In this study, in each phase of movement, the active-set 
method (as a QP method) are utilized to obtain the optimal control input for MPC problem (with 
known gradient value) in presence of the constraints [44], [95]. 
3.3 Simulations for Different Triplets of Vehicles 
To evaluate the proposed modeling framework and the controllers, the simulations are 
implemented in MATLAB using a set of hypothetical merging scenarios for the aforementioned 
six types of triplets. 
It is assumed that a higher level of traffic control determines the time of triplets’ formation, 
when controllers trigger. For simulations, we assumed that controllers triggered 1 km before the 
lead vehicle of the triplet reaches the merging area (point A), however in next chapter, we will 
show that the merging algorithms work efficiently even if the triplet formation happens 0.5 km 
before point A. Based on the previously developed car-following models [57], [70], [71], [97], in 
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this study, we assume that, for all the conventional vehicles, the reaction time equals 0.5 s, 𝛼1 =
0.5, 𝛼2 = 0.125, 𝛽1 = 20, and 𝛽2 = 1.  Moreover, for the free-flow model, we assume 𝜆=0.309, 
and 𝜀 = 𝒩(0, 𝜎) are a zero-mean normally distributed error with 𝜎 of 1.13. The car-following 
threshold distance is assumed to be 100 m. The desired speed on the mainstream and the merging 
lane are considered to be 100 km/h and 80 km/h, respectively. The acceptable lead and lag gaps 
are assumed to be 50 m; the desired steady-state distances (i.e., distances after merging) are 
assumed to be 30 m (between a lag CAV and a lead conventional vehicle) and 10 m (between 
CAVs); the length of the acceleration lane is 400 m; the origin is the beginning of the acceleration 
lane (point A); conventional vehicles can perceive the merging vehicles from 50 m before the 
origin. Additionally, the constraints are listed in Table 3-2. Note that the sampling time interval, 
𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑢, and 𝑝𝑑 are considered to be 0.2 s, 50 steps (i.e., 10 s), 49 steps (i.e., 9.8 s), and 49 steps 
(i.e., 9.8 s), respectively. These values are chosen to make sure the computational time is 
reasonable for real-time application of the controllers, however, higher values can be use if a higher 
computational power is available. The coefficient matrices 𝑹 and 𝑸 are chosen as diagonal 
matrices with the constant values of 𝑟 and 𝑞 on main diagonal. The values of 𝑟 and 𝑞 are fine-
tuned by a try-and-error process. To solve the MPC optimization problem, the active-set method 
(with known gradient value) is utilized using fmincon solver in MATLAB. For the prediction 
horizon, the worst-case values of 𝐷′(𝑗) are considered in (45). In this regard, the values of 𝐷′(𝑗)  
is calculated using ±2𝜎𝑛 instead of the uncertain value of 𝜀n. Although there is a 99.7 % 
probability that the value of a zero-mean normally distributed variable is within the boundary of 
±3𝜎𝑛, as the boundary is too wide, we may risk the controller to be too conservative. Hence, we 
use a less conservative boundary (i.e., ±2𝜎𝑛) to calculate the worst-case values of 𝐷
′(𝑗), as there 
is a 95.4 % probability that the aforementioned variable is within the boundary. 
Note that VL1 and VL2 are also considered with the initial distances of 70 m ahead of V1 and 
V2 (if any of them are CAVs) to make sure that the generated optimal control sequences comply 
with the safe distance constraints. 
To model the behavior of the conventional lag vehicle, when it cooperates to provide the 
acceptable lag gap for the merging vehicle, the car-following model is taken into account (e.g., the 
second movement phase of triplet type I, i.e., equation 3-6). In this case, we assumed 𝛽1 = 40 to 
model the larger distance allowed by the lag vehicle.  
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Table 3-2- List of constraints 
Constraint type Acceptable interval 
Acceleration [−1.5,+1.5] 𝑚/𝑠2 
Speed on mainstream lane [40,120]  𝑘𝑚/ℎ 
Speed on merging lane [0,120]  𝑘𝑚/ℎ 
Safe distance between CAVs 2 𝑚 
Safe distance that CAVs should keep from conventional vehicles 5 𝑚 
Slew rate of control input in each iteration [−0.2,+0.2]  𝑚/𝑠3 
The vehicles are not allowed to overpass each other. - 
The simulations starting from reasonable initial values are conducted in MATLAB to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the merging algorithms in Figure 3-15 to Figure 3-20. The vertical 
dot-dashed lines separate the movement phases.  
3.3.1 Triple type I: CAV-CAV-Conventional 
The simulation results of the proposed merging algorithm for triplet type I (Figure 3-15) show that, 
in the first phase, V1 and V2 cooperate to reach the merging area such that V2 locates in the middle 
of V1 and V3, that is, ∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) = ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡) = 23 m. They also track the desired speed of the 
mainstream (i.e., 100 km/h) to avoid disturbing the mainstream flow. Phase 2 starts at 𝑡 = 39.4 s, 
when V3 (the conventional vehicle) perceives the merging vehicle and accept to cooperate by 
providing a larger lag distance while V1 and V2 cooperate to have acceptable lead gap (i.e., 50 m). 
When the accepted lead and lag gaps are provided, the merging is accomplished at 𝑡 = 46 s and 
phase 3 starts. In phase 3, V1 keeps the desired mainstream lane speed (i.e., 100 km/h); V2 keeps 
the desired steady-state distance (i.e., 10 m) from V1; and V3 keeps the conventional steady-state 
distance (i.e., 47 m), which we cannot control it. The cost function and CAVs’ acceleration values 
for triplet type I are also illustrated in Figure 3-15. The cost function changes at the beginning of 
each scenario, as the system model and control goals change. Applying the optimal control inputs 
within the allowed boundary gradually minimizes the cost function without causing any constraints 




Figure 3-15. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type I 
3.3.2 Triplet type II: Conventional-CAV-CAV 
The two-phase merging algorithm of the triplet type II is depicted in Figure 3-16. It is shown that 
in the first phase, the CAVs (V2 and V3) cooperate to create acceptable lead and lag gaps (i.e., 50 
m). This goal is achieved at 𝑡 = 35 𝑠, and accordingly, V2 merges when it reaches point A at 𝑡 =
47 𝑠. In phase 2, V3 follows V2 with 10 m distance (i.e., the steady-state distance between CAVs), 
and V2 follows V1 with 30 m distance (i.e., the steady-state distance between a lead conventional 
vehicle and a lag CAV). Note that since the values of lead and lag gaps are directly related to the 
uncertain movement of the conventional lead vehicle (V1), the system tracks the control goals with 
some uncertainties. For example, ∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) has a maximum ±1.25 m error in tracing the desired 























































Figure 3-16. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type II 
3.3.3 Triplet type III: CAV-Conventional-CAV 
The two-phase merging algorithm of triplet type III is also simulated (Figure 3-17). In the first 
movement phase, V1 and V3 cooperate to have 50 m distance from the conventional merging 
vehicle (V2). Accordingly, the speed of CAVs (V1 and V3) will be the same as the speed of V2 
(i. e. , 80 km/h) after 20 s. Therefore, when V2 reaches point A at 𝑡 = 39 𝑠, it merges between the 
two CAVs. In the second movement phase, V1 starts accelerating to reach the desired mainstream 
free-flow speed (i.e., 100 𝑘𝑚/ℎ). At the same time, V2 follows V1 with steady-state distance of 
46 m and V3 follows V2 with the steady-state distance of 30 m. Note that in the first phase, the 
controller was able to reach its goals in 20 s, which makes the mainstream vehicles move at a speed 
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the mainstream flow). Therefore, in this case, the controller can be engaged even when vehicles 
are closer than 1 km to point A. 
 
Figure 3-17. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type III 
3.3.4 Triplet type IV: Conventional-Conventional-CAV 
The simulation results of merging maneuver for triplet type IV is illustrated in Figure 3-18. In the 
first phase, the CAV (V3) keeps the desired distance of acceptable lead+lag gaps from V1 (i.e., 
∆𝑥1,3(𝑡) = 100 𝑚). At 𝑡 = 28 s, V3 is 100 m close to the point A and all the control goals are 
satisfied, and accordingly, it enters the second phase. In the second phase, V3 changes its leader 
to V2 and starts following it with the distance of desired acceptable lag gap (i.e., 50 m). At 𝑡 =
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it merges. In the third phase, V3 moves with 30 m steady-state distance from V2 and V2 is 
following its new leader (V1) with the steady-state distance of 43 m. 
 
Figure 3-18. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type IV 
3.3.5 Triplet type V: CAV-Conventional-Conventional 
The three-phase merging scenario of triplet type V is illustrated in Figure 3-19, where only the 
lead vehicle (V1) is CAV. In the first movement phase, V1 decelerates to assure V2 reaches point 
A between V1-V3. However, the lower bound constraint on speed does not allow V1 to move at a 
speed lower than 60 km/h. Accordingly, V3 (the conventional lag vehicle) also decelerates after 
0.5 s delay (because of its reaction time). As the lead gap reaches the constant value of 50 m at 























































Figure 3-19. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type V 
In phase 2, starting at 𝑡 = 48 s, when V2 reaches point A, V3 can perceive V2 and cooperate 
to provide enough lag gap. At the same time, V1 accelerates to provide the acceptable lead gap 
(50 m). Providing acceptable lead and lag gaps for V2 leads to completing the merging maneuver. 
In phase 3, V1 accelerates to reach the desire mainstream free-flow speed. Accordingly, V2 and 
V3 will move on the car-following mode. Note that in phase 2, we cannot control the speed 
violation of V3 (lower than 60 km/h), as the conventional vehicles cannot be controlled directly. 
3.3.6 Triplet type VI: Conventional-CAV-Conventional 
The three-phase merging algorithm related to triplet type VI is demonstrated in Figure 3-20, where 























































Figure 3-20. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type VI 
In the first phase, V2 manages to reach point A between the two vehicles on the mainstream 
lane (∆𝑥1,2(𝑡) = ∆𝑥2,3(𝑡) = 23 m) at the same speed as V3 and V2. Providing these conditions at 
𝑡 = 52 s, allows V3 to perceive V2 and cooperate with it. In the second phase, the acceptable lag 
gap is provided by V3 and the acceptable lead gap is achieved by controlling (decelerating) the 
CAV (V2), and hence, the merging is completed at 𝑡 =  62 s. In the third phase, vehicles move 
with their steady-state distances. 
It is worth noting that since the uncertainty of the free-flow models is simulated by a 
uniformly-distributed error (using rand function in MATLAB), the controllers get affected by a 
negligible oscillation. However, the constraint over the jerk (the control input changes per second) 
guarantees that the oscillations of control inputs do not discomfort the driver/passengers. 





















































speed value within the allowed boundary, and at the same time, the CAV targets to obtain a smaller 
distance from other vehicles. Consequently, the controller has to repeatedly accelerate and 
decelerate (in small orders) to capture both goals. Applying constraint on jerk helps the controllers 
to assure that the acceleration values are still comfortable for the driver/passengers. 
3.3.7 Triplet type II with small headways 
The controllers are also effective when the acceptable lead and lag gaps are smaller than 50 m. As 
an example, in Figure 3-21, triplet type II is simulated assuming 5 m as the acceptable lead and 
lag gaps, as well as 3 m and 1 m as steady-state distances between conventional vehicles-CAV 
and CAV-CAV, respectively. The results show that the controller can still work efficiently (i.e., 
trace the targets accurately) with the smaller headway targets without requiring readjustment of 
the controller parameters. 
3.3.8 Initial Conditions 
To investigate that the proposed methodology can efficiently work independent of system initial 
conditions in certain boundaries, we test each of the six types of triplets using 25,000 samples of 
initial conditions. To choose the initial condition samples, first, we randomly select 250 samples 
between -1,000 and -500 as the starting position of V1 (i.e., 𝑥1(0)). Then, for each sample of 
𝑥1(0), we calculate the maximum and minimum values for both ∆𝑥1,2(0) and ∆𝑥2,3(0) such that 
V2 reaches the merging area (point A) within 50 m further than V1 and 50 m before V3 
respectively, if all the vehicles travel at their desired speed (Figure 3-22). For each sample of 
𝑥1(0), we randomly choose 100 samples between the minimum and maximum of ∆𝑥1,2(0) and 
∆𝑥2,3(0) along with random samples for the velocities within the boundaries of desired speed 
±15 𝑘𝑚/ℎ. Therefore, we will have 25,000 samples of the initial values for the positions and 
velocities of the vehicles (Figure 3-23) by which we test the proposed merging algorithms. 
Moreover, VL1 and VL2 are considered with the initial distances of between 60 m to 120 m ahead 
of V1 and V2 respectively, if they are CAVs. Note that rand command in MATLAB is employed 




Figure 3-21. The result of merging scenario related to triplet type II, assuming smaller headways 
 
Figure 3-22. The hypothetical location of V2 with respect to V1 and V3 
For all the tested initial condition values for the six triplet types, the merging vehicle (V2) was 





















































satisfying all the prescribed constraints. Moreover, MPC and the system model did not require 
readjusting the parameters for these simulation tests. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed 
methodology is able to work efficiently independent of the initial values for the reasonable initial 
conditions (i.e., within a predefined buffer) illustrated in Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23. 
 
Figure 3-23. 25,000 samples of initial conditions of vehicles locations to test the merging algorithms 
3.4 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter proposes different cooperative merging algorithms for different triplets of vehicles 
composed of both conventional vehicles and CAVs. Considering a MIMO system model for each 
triplet allows capturing the uncertainties related to the conventional vehicles. Via cooperative 
consecutive movement phases for each triplet, the engaged CAVs manage to gain the cooperation 
of the conventional lag vehicle in the merging process when one is detected. Using the MPC 
scheme in each phase and applying the active-set method, optimal trajectories and commands for 
CAVs, engaged in the triplet, are calculated. The simulation results show that the proposed 
methodology leads to cooperative optimal merging maneuvers while satisfying the system 
constraints related to safety and comfort. By testing the algorithms for 25,000 different initial 
conditions within certain boundaries, it is also shown that the proposed merging algorithms work 
efficiently without a need to readjust the parameters of the controllers. This shows that we can 
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fine-tune the controllers for different boundaries of the initial values that are required by the triplet 
sequences determination method in the higher level of traffic control framework. 
In the following chapter, all the proposed merging algorithms for different types of triplets of 
vehicles aggregated in a hierarchical traffic control framework for mixed traffic in the merging 






Chapter 4:  MERGING UNDER CONTINUOUS TRAFFIC FLOW 
In this chapter, we present a triplets’ formation algorithm to employ the cooperative merging 
algorithms developed in the previous chapter in continuous traffic flow. Moreover, different 
triplets’ interactions will be discussed to determine a practical approach to model the conditions 
when two adjacent triplets interact with each other by sharing one vehicle. Handling the triplets’ 
interactions and formations are the tasks for the higher level of the proposed traffic control 
framework. To simulate the continuous traffic flow under cooperative or non-cooperative (i.e., 
normal operation) operation conditions, different modes of behaviors and the transition conditions 
between them are also presented. 
4.1 Merging Sequence and Triplets Formation Algorithm 
The higher level of proposed traffic control framework (Figure 4-1) is responsible for triplets’ 
formation, which translates into determining the type of triplets and the time of formation for each 
merger. In this study, triplets’ formation is based on two criteria, which are the prediction of 
vehicles’ arrival time at the merging area and the priority rules in selecting different triplets. 
The higher level of the framework has access to the locations and speeds of all the vehicles in 
the control zone using V2I communications and video surveillance. When a merging vehicle enters 
the control zone, the higher level of the framework predicts the arrival time of the merging vehicle 
to the merging area (point A) based on its current speed and location. Based on the predicted arrival 
time, the locations of the mainstream vehicles are also predicted to see where they will be located 
when the merger arrives at point A. Accordingly, the set of mainstream vehicles are determined 
that will meet the merging vehicle within a certain buffer (e.g., ±50 𝑚, similar to the previous 
chapter). Therefore, the higher level of framework faces different choices for triplet formation. 
According to the control flexibility and the system uncertainties, different triplets will have 
different priorities to be chosen.  
In this regard, the triplets with a higher number of CAVs are more flexible in providing 
acceptable lead and lag gaps for the merger, which makes them more of interests to be formed. 
Moreover, merging between two vehicles with a lag CAV (e.g., triplets type II and IV) is more 
preferred than merging between two vehicles with lag conventional vehicle (e.g., triplets type I 
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and VI), as in the latter case, the merging vehicle has to gain the cooperation of the lag conventional 
vehicle for providing an acceptable lag gap. 
 
Figure 4-1. The higher level of control framework 
While, in practice, an aggressive driver might deny to cooperate to create a lag gap for the merging 
vehicle, even though the assumptions of our suggested merging algorithm are met by the merger 
(i.e., reaching the merging area between the lag and lead vehicles, and moving at the same speed 
of mainstream vehicles). Therefore, the triplets with a lag CAV vehicle have priority to be formed 
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over the triplets with a lag conventional vehicle. Based on these arguments, the higher level of 
traffic control framework assigns priority to form different triplets based on the order below: 
1- Triplets with two CAVs including a lag CAV: type II and III 
2- Triplets with two CAVs and a lag conventional vehicle: type I 
3- Triplets with only one CAV as the lag vehicle: type IV 
4- Triplets with only one CAV as the merging vehicle: VI 
5- Triplets with only one CAV as the lead vehicle: V 
Note that among triplets type II and III, the earlier case has higher propriety as there are CAVs 
on both merging and mainstream lanes, which enables us to manage the available gaps on both 
lanes such that the sufficient lead and lag gaps are created. 
4.2 Triplets’ Interactions 
Generally, a light traffic condition on the merging lane leads to the large distance headways 
between the vehicles on the ramp (e.g., Figure 4-2), which allows the triplets of vehicles to 
accomplish the merging maneuver independently as they are formed far from each other. However, 
in the case of moderate or heavy traffic conditions on the merging lane, the consecutive triplets of 
vehicles may share a vehicle (e.g., Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). 
 
Figure 4-2. The light traffic leads to independency between triplets 
As is shown in Figure 4-3, if the shared vehicle is a conventional vehicle (i.e., the cases in 
which the downstream triplet is one of the types I, V, VI, and VIII and the upstream triplet is one 
of types II, IV, VI, and VIII), the downstream triplet does not impact movement of the upstream 
triplet, and only a safe distance constraints in the merging lane is required. Therefore, controllers 
corresponding to each triplet can perform independently. On the other hand, if a CAV is shared 
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between two consecutive triplets of vehicles, i.e., when the downstream triplet is one of types II, 
III, IV, and VII, and the upstream triplet is of types I, III, V, and VII, (e.g., Figure 4-4), there is a 
concern that “according to which triplet the shared vehicle should generate the optimal control 
input.” 
 
Figure 4-3. A shared conventional vehicle between two consecutive triplets 
 
Figure 4-4. A shared CAV between two consecutive triplets 
In this case, two approaches are proposed to calculate the optimal commands for the engaged 
CAVs. One approach is to model both triplets by a single united MIMO system and solve the 
problem cooperatively. Another approach is to consider the shared vehicle as a conventional 
vehicle from the upstream triplet’s point of view and calculate the control input for the shared 
vehicle in the downstream triplet. However, in the earlier approach, since the dimension of the 
optimizations problem increases, a higher computational power will be required, which mitigates 
the real-time application of the proposed framework. In the following, we elaborate on all the cases 
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which include a shared CAV between two consecutive triplets (i.e., upstream and downstream 
triplets) to see which approach is preferred. 
Note that we also define two more triplet types where all three vehicles are CAV (triplet type 
VII) or conventional (triplet type VIII) to investigate their interactions with the six of types triplets 
the suggested in the previous chapter. Table 4-1 summarizes all types of triplets, where V1, V2, 
and V3 are the lead, lag, and merging vehicles, respectively; vehicles in red represent CAVs and 
vehicles in black and white show conventional vehicles—the gray vehicles with the question mark 
also represents either CAV or conventional vehicle through the text. 
Table 4-1- The symbolic layouts of different triplets of vehicles; 
Triplet Type I Triplet Type II 
  
Triplet Type III Triplet Type IV 
  
Triplet Type V Triplet Type VI 
  
Triplet Type VII Triplet Type VIII 
  
4.2.1 Upstream triplet is type I 
In the case where the upstream triplet is type I and the downstream triplet is one of types II, III, 
IV, and VII, as is shown in Figure 4-5. One approach is to consider both triplets’ models (i.e. 
subsystems) as a single united MIMO model and solve the control problem for both at the same 
time cooperatively. Another approach is to consider the upstream triplet as a triplet type VI, where 
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the lead vehicle is conventional vehicle. Therefore, the controller of the downstream triplet 
calculates the optimal commands for the shared vehicle, while the upstream triplet only uses the 
position and speed of the shared vehicle as a disturbance in its model, i.e., upstream triplet takes 
V1 as a conventional vehicle. 
 
Figure 4-5. Sketch of two interacting triplets when the following one is type I 
4.2.2 Upstream triplet is type V 
In this case as is shown in Figure 4-6, the downstream triplet can be one of types II, III, IV, and 
VII. As only one vehicle (i.e., lead vehicle) is CAV in the upstream triplet (i.e., type V), if we take 
it as a part of the downstream triplet, the upstream triplet will be disjointed, as there is no control 
over it. Moreover, we can model both triplets in a single united MIMO system and solve the control 
problem cooperatively. However, it may lead to a myopic control problem, as the goal for V1 in 
upstream triplet is different than the goal in triplet one. Especially, if the downstream vehicle has 
only one CAV (i.e., V1), the shared vehicle cannot satisfy two control goals at the same time. 
Therefore, in this case, we cannot form the upstream triplet, as the framework cannot not guarantee 
a safe and optimal merging algorithm.  
 
Figure 4-6. Sketch of two interacting triplets when the upstream triplet is type V 
4.2.3 Upstream triplet is type III 
In this case (Figure 4-7), the downstream triplet can be one of types II, III, IV, and VII. One 
approach is to solve the problem using a cooperative control scheme by taking all the vehicles’ 
model in a single united system. However, the lag vehicle in the upstream triplet is a CAV which 
might be shared with another upstream triplet. This may lead the cooperative control problem to 
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grow in dimension, and lead to a non-practical real-time solution. On the other hand, if the control 
command of the shared vehicle is calculated in the downstream triplet, the upstream triplet can 
consider its lead vehicle (V1) as a conventional vehicle and solve the control problem 
independently of the downstream triplet, i.e., to consider the upstream triplet as a type IV. 
 
Figure 4-7. Sketch of two interacting triplets when the upstream one is type III 
4.2.4 Upstream triplet is type VII 
In this case, all the vehicles of the upstream triplet are CAVs as is shown in Figure 4-8. The control 
goal is to create acceptable lead and lag gaps for the merging vehicle. In order to create sufficient 
lead and lag gaps, it is enough to have two CAVs on both lanes to control the locations of the 
vehicles on both lanes. Therefore, we will consider the upstream triplet as a type II, and the lead 
vehicle (V1) will be taken as an external disturbance. In other words, the control input of V1 is 
calculated in the downstream triplet and is sent to the upstream triplet using V2V communication. 
In general, all the triplets with type VII can be converted to a triplet type with one conventional 
vehicle based on the priority rule in selecting the triplets discussed in the previous subsection. 
 
Figure 4-8. Sketch of two interacting triplets when the following one is type VII 
4.3 Normally and Cooperatively Operated Traffic Conditions 
In this subsection, we introduce different driving modes for conventional vehicles (i.e., car-
following and free flow modes) and CAVs (cruise control and adaptive cruise control modes). An 
emergency stop mode is also defined to simulate the conditions that vehicles have to stop. The 
goal of this chapter is to evaluate the proposed cooperative traffic control framework (using triplets 
of vehicles) in comparison to the normally operated traffic condition (i.e., non-cooperative 
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condition). Therefore, the entire behaviors of conventional vehicles and CAVs are described under 
both normally and cooperatively operated conditions using different modes of driving.  
4.3.1 Driving modes 
As we mentioned in chapter 2, in continuous traffic flow, conventional vehicles can have two 
modes of driving, i.e., car-following and free-flow modes (as mentioned in equations 2-1 and 2-5, 
respectively). We also introduce another driving mode, namely emergency brake mode, required 
for the merging conventional vehicles to stop at the end of the acceleration lane if needed. In other 
words, if a conventional vehicle, traveling on the acceleration lane, does not find sufficient lead 
and lag gaps to merge, it has to stop at the end of the acceleration lane while idling and waiting to 
merge. We used the car-following equation 2-1 to develop the emergency stop mode for 
conventional vehicles: 
𝑎(𝑡) = 𝛾1𝑣(𝑡 − 𝜏) + 𝛾3(𝐴𝑐𝑐𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝜏)) + 𝛾4 4-1 
where 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ is the location of the end of the acceleration lane. This model shows that the 
vehicle follows a dummy stopped vehicle at the end of the acceleration lane.  
Under normally operated traffic condition, we define two different modes of driving, which 
are cruise control (CC) and adaptive cruise control (ACC) modes. A CAV travels by CC mode to 
maintain the desired lane speed if it does not detect any vehicle in front within a certain distance 
(i.e., the space headway threshold). If a CAV senses a vehicle in front, closer than the space 
headway threshold, it will follow it by an ACC mode. CC and ACC modes are defined as follows 
using models described in equations 2-1 and 2-5, respectively. 
𝑎𝑛(𝑡) = 𝜆′[𝑣𝑛






where 𝑎𝑛 represents the acceleration value for the 𝑛th CAV. Similar to the conventional vehicles, 
a merging CAV should be able to stop at the end of the acceleration lane if it cannot merge under 
normally or cooperatively operation traffic conditions. Therefore, an emergency stop mode is 
developed as below. 
𝑎(𝑡) = 𝛾1
′𝑣(𝑡) + 𝛾3




These models are similar to the conventional vehicles driving models, but without delay (i.e., 
zero reaction time) and uncertainty (i.e., zero tracking error). Moreover, the coefficients of the 
equations (i.e., 𝜆′ and 𝛾′s) are adjusted such that CAVs can follow its leading vehicle closer, and 
can react faster, comparing to the conventional vehicles. 
4.3.2 Vehicles behavior under normal operation condition 
The driving behavior of the vehicles under normal operation traffic condition (non-cooperative 
modes) is described in a flowchart shown in Figure 4-9. Based on this flowchart, the vehicles on 
the mainstream lane can only have two driving modes of car-following/ACC and free-flow/CC 
depending on their distance from the vehicle ahead. For the vehicles on the merging lane, we 
assumed that they will merge by order of arrival (i.e., first-arrived, first-merged). Therefore, if a 
vehicle on the merging lane perceives a vehicle in front, it will only check the distance headway 
to choose between car-following/ACC and free-flow/CC modes. While, if there is no vehicle in 
front, the merging vehicle will monitor the adjacent mainstream lane for sufficient lead and lag 
gaps (i.e., distance from the lead and lag vehicles) when it enters the acceleration lane. If it finds 
sufficient lead and lag gaps, it will merge. However, if it cannot find enough gap to merge, and it 
is close to the end of the acceleration lane (e.g., 50 meters), the emergency stop mode will be 
activated. The merging vehicle keeps waiting for an acceptable lead and lag gaps to merge, and 
when it merges, it will choose to travel on free-flow/CC mode or car-following/ACC mode 
depending on the distance from the lead vehicle. 
Note that the acceptable lead and lag gaps are the gaps larger than the critical lead and lag 
gaps, which are described in equations 2-8 and 2-9, respectively, for the conventional vehicle 
during non-emergency stop modes. For CAVs, we consider a fixed critical lead and lag gaps values 
which are smaller comparing to the values corresponding to the conventional vehicles. During the 
emergency brake, the vehicle can still merge if it finds enough gap. However, the gap acceptance 
models described in equations 2-8 and 2-9 are not suitable as they result in a very large critical 
gaps values (from the order of 10,000 meters) for a stopped merging vehicle. Therefore, we also 
















 represents the minimum acceptable lead or lag gaps, ∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑/𝑙𝑎𝑔
 is the speed 
difference between the lead/lag vehicle and the merging vehicle, and 𝛿𝑛 is a coefficient to model 
the impact of the speed difference on the values of the critical gaps. Note that the model can be 
readjusted for different vehicle types (conventional and CAVs). 
Moreover, the distance threshold to switch from the free-flow/CC mode to the car-
following/ACC mode can be chosen randomly for different conventional drivers, while it is a fixed 
value for CAVs depending on the maximum range of its detector. 
4.3.3 Vehicles behavior under cooperative operation condition 
The cooperative operation condition refers to the condition where the suggested cooperative traffic 
control framework controls CAVs in the control zone in the merging area. The higher level of 
proposed framework monitors all the vehicles within the control zone. When a vehicle enters a 
control zone, the higher level of the traffic control framework investigates all the possible triplets’ 
types that the merging vehicle can be a part of and assigns it to the triplet (if possible). As a triplet 
is formed, the higher level of the framework informs all the CAVs engaged to the triplet to activate 
the cooperative mode, as is described in a flowchart shown in Figure 4-10. In this flowchart, the 
non-cooperative driving mode refers to modes related to the normal operation condition (i.e., free-
flow/CC and car-following/ACC modes), and cooperative driving mode is related to CAVs 
engaged in different triplet types. All the CAVs, which are not part of a triplet, as well as all the 
conventional vehicles move under normal operation traffic condition, as is described in Figure 4-9. 
Note that, if there is more than one CAV in a triplet, the higher level of the framework will 
assign the control computation responsibility to only one of CAVs. Therefore, the optimal 
trajectories are calculated in the onboard processor of one of CAVs and then are sent to the other 
CAV(s) engaged in the triplet using V2V communication. The necessary information related to 
surrounding vehicles is also transferred by V2V or I2V communications. MPC is employed to 
calculate the optimal solution in each movement phase. Accomplishing each movement phase 
allows the triplet to switch to the next triplet, resulting in the accomplishment of the merging 
maneuver at the end of all the movement phases. As the vehicle merges, the triplet is disjointed 




Figure 4-10. Flowchart for driving behaviors of CAVs able to cooperate for merging 
Although the higher level of the traffic control framework forms the triplets such that the 
merging is guaranteed, the cooperative merging may fail because of uncertainties related to 
human-driven vehicles (i.e., conventional vehicles). Accordingly, if the merging vehicle (a 
conventional or CAV) cannot merge before a certain distance to the end of the acceleration lane 
(e.g., 50 meters), the emergency stop mode becomes activated and the triplet will be disjointed and 
CAVs will travel using non-cooperative driving modes. 
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4.4 Simulations for Continuous Mixed-Traffic Flow 
In order to evaluate the proposed cooperative traffic control framework, a simulator is developed 
in MATLAB, capable of simulating continuous mixed traffic flow in merging areas (as is shown 
in Figure 4-11, where red and blue colored vehicles are CAVs and conventional vehicles; the 
triangle shows the formed triplets and bold colors represent the activation of the triplet). Using our 
proposed cooperative framework, many simulation scenarios with different total flows, penetration 
rates of CAVs, and rates of ramp flow/ mainstream flow are conducted, and then, the results are 
compared to the results of non-cooperative (normal operation) traffic condition. For each 
simulation different random seeds are tested and the average of the results are calculated to account 
for the system's stochastic properties, caused by randomness in vehicle headways (i.e., time 
intervals that vehicles enter the system), initializing the type of vehicles (i.e., conventional vehicle 
or CAV), conventional vehicles’ driving behavior (i.e., free-flow speed tracking randomness, 
different critical lead and lag gaps acceptance, and different threshold values to switch between 
driving modes for different drivers). To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed traffic control 
framework in terms of operation, safety, and robustness, we consider three indicators, which are 
the travel time of the vehicles, the number of stopped vehicles at the end of the acceleration lane, 
as well as the number of failed triplets, respectively.  
 
Figure 4-11. Developed simulator in MATLAB 
The higher level of traffic control is responsible for triplets’ formation using a certain buffer 
to predict the possible triplets that a merging vehicle may face. The controllers start working 500 
meters before the merging vehicle reaches the merging area. We considered that the prediction 
buffer is ±75 meters, and similar to chapter 3, many initial values are tested to fine-tune the 
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controllers.  For generating the type of vehicles (i.e., conventional vehicle or CAV) in the highway, 
we used sampling from a binominal distribution by 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑑(1, 𝑟) command in MATLAB, where 
𝑟 is the ratio of the number of CAVs to the number of conventional vehicles. For CAVs, the critical 
lead and lag gaps are considered as 20 and 30 meters, respectively, under CC and ACC modes, 
while twice these values are considered under emergency stop mode. For conventional vehicles, 
the critical lead and lag gaps are considered randomly using the models in equations 2-8 and 2-9, 
respectively, except for when the vehicles are in emergency stop mode, where we considered the 
model below. 
𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡) = 30 + ∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 4-6 
𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑎𝑔(𝑡) = 50 + 2∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑎𝑔
 4-7 
The equations 4-6 and 4-7, are developed such that the lead and lag gaps are twice larger 
comparing to non-emergency stop modes when the speed difference between the merging vehicle 
and the mainstream vehicles is 15 km/h. Note that the control output targets are also modified 
based on the worst-case values of defined critical lead and lag gaps values, similar to chapter 3. 
Moreover, it is assumed that CAVs can detect the leading vehicle closer than 150 meters and 
the threshold to switch from CC to ACC is 100 meters. For the conventional vehicles, we assumed 
that the threshold to switch from free-flow mode to car-following mode is a uniformly distributed 
random value between 80 and 90 meters, depending on different drivers. Note that all the other 
configurations of the system models are the same as chapter 3.  
Some failure conditions are assumed for the triplets to be disjointed, avoiding disruption in 
the traffic flow, which are as follows: 
1- Merging vehicle switches to emergency stop mode or it speeds drops to less than 10 km/h. 
2- In triplet type III, a vehicle other than the triplet’s merging vehicle merges between the 
lead and lag gap. 
3- In triplet types I, IV, V, and VI, the conditions to switch from the first to the second 
movement phase are not provided and the merging vehicle is closer than 200 meters to the 
end of the acceleration lane. 
4- In triplet types I, IV, V, and VI, the conditions to switch from the second to the third 
movement phase are not provided and the merging vehicle is closer than 100 meters to the 
end of the acceleration lane. 
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5- In triplet types II and III the conditions to switch from the first to the second movement 
phase are not provided and the merging vehicle is closer than 100 meters to the end of the 
acceleration lane. 
To compare the performance of the proposed cooperative traffic control framework with the 
non-cooperative traffic condition, we simulate a merging area same as chapter 3 and consider 3 
different total traffic flows (1,000, 1,500, and 2,000 veh/h) with 3 different ratios of ramp flow to 
mainstream flow (20%, 40%, and 50%) along with 5 different penetration rates of CAVs (10%, 
20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%). These values are distinguished based on a try-and-error procedure to 
find some thresholds from which the traffic flow behavior (i.e., the average length of the formed 
platoons, the average travel time, and the number of stopped merging vehicles) starts changing. 
We run each scenario for 10 times with different random seeds for both cooperative and non-
cooperative traffic conditions and the detailed results are collected in Table 4-2 for all 450 different 
scenarios. Note that 70 vehicles are considered on ramp lane, while the number of vehicles may 
change on the mainstream depending on different average headway. The average travel time is 
calculated for both lanes for vehicles which travel between the locations -700 m and +700m, i.e., 
the segment of the road that the control framework can have impact on the traffic. 
Generally, when the penetration rate of CAV increases, the length of available gaps between 
vehicles increase, providing more opportunity for the merging vehicles to merge. This behavior 
can be explained by CAVs’ ability to detect vehicles in a longer distance than conventional 
vehicles and to form more platoons and longer gaps. Moreover, as CAVs on the merging lane can 
accept smaller lead and lag gaps to merge, less merging vehicles will have to stop at the end of 
acceleration lane comparing to the traffic conditions with a lower penetration rate of CAVs. 
The results show that when there is light traffic condition on both lanes (e.g., total flow equals 
1,000 veh/h), the majority of the vehicles travel using the free flow driving mode on both lanes. 
Under this condition, sufficient gaps on the mainstream lane for the merging vehicles are created 
such that most of the vehicles can merge without stopping at the end of acceleration lane. 
Accordingly, the traffic control framework can be used mainly for improving the comfort of 
CAVs’ occupants by providing smooth motion trajectories while having a little impact on the 
safety and travel time. For example, when we have a total flow of 1,000 veh/h, with 50% CAVs, 
and 50% of the traffic demand on the ramp (shown in Figure 4-12), less than three vehicles (2.6%) 
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were found stopping at the end of the merging lane out of a total of 70 simulated vehicles on the 
ramp. The deployment of the proposed traffic control framework for this scenario improves the 
traffic operations by reducing the average number of stopped vehicles to 0.8, which is a negligible 
value under normal operations. Even by increasing the flow rate of the mainstream lane to merging 
lane, the number of stopped vehicles does not significantly increase. Note that throughout the 
simulation results of this section, blue and red lines are related to conventional and CAVs, 
respectively; the origin for the location of the vehicles is the intersection of lines extended from 
the merging and mainstream lanes, i.e., point A in previous chapter; and the left and right directions 
of the merging areas are negative and positive signed values of the locations, respectively. 
 
Table 4-2- Results of 450 different scenarios for cooperative (shown by “Coop.”) and non-
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Average 
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10% 55.8 58.2 50.0 50.0 2.7 4.6 0.0 
20% 54.7 57.5 49.8 50.5 1.3 3.6 0.0 
50% 53.5 55.3 49.9 50.1 1.1 1.3 0.0 
60% 52.3 54.9 50.1 49.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 
80% 52.2 54.8 50.0 49.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35% 
10% 54.8 56.1 50.1 50.0 2.1 7.3 0.0 
20% 53.2 55.8 49.8 49.8 2.3 3.8 0.0 
50% 53.5 55.2 50.4 50.0 2.4 5.1 0.0 
60% 53.1 54.0 50.0 50.1 0.0 1.1 0.0 
80% 53.1 53.8 49.9 49.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
50% 
10% 55.6 57.3 50.0 51.1 5.4 14.0 0.0 
20% 54.5 57.0 50.3 50.2 1.1 9.1 0.0 
50% 54.4 56.6 50.6 49.9 0.8 2.6 0.0 
60% 54.5 56.1 49.9 49.6 0.0 0.9 0.0 
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10% 55.0 59.8 50.0 50.5 8.8 15.4 0.0 
20% 54.2 58.0 50.6 50.3 4.3 13.8 0.0 
50% 53.5 57.2 50.5 50.2 1.8 10.8 0.0 
60% 53.4 56.9 50.6 50.4 0.6 10.0 0.0 
80% 53.0 56.0 50.6 50.3 0.1 9.4 0.0 
35% 
10% 56.8 62.3 49.9 50.2 18.2 30.1 0.0 
20% 53.3 59.7 49.1 49.9 4.6 23.5 0.0 
50% 52.6 57.3 50.4 50.0 2.8 18.0 0.0 
60% 52.5 56.0 49.6 49.5 2.5 11.2 0.1 
80% 52.7 55.2 49.5 49.7 2.0 8.4 0.2 
50% 
10% 57.3 76.7 49.8 50.4 17.0 37.7 0.1 
20% 54.5 67.4 49.4 49.9 7.4 19.9 0.1 
50% 53.0 56.6 49.8 49.7 3.1 9.5 0.2 
60% 52.8 55.7 49.7 49.6 1.9 4.1 0.3 
80% 52.6 55.0 48.7 49.7 1.1 3.8 0.4 
2000 
20% 
10% 65.3 86.1 50.2 52.6 23.6 47.4 1.0 
20% 64.3 84.1 52.3 51.2 18.2 42.7 1.3 
50% 61.1 83.6 55.3 53.4 11.8 40.2 2.8 
60% 68.1 74.7 62.3 49.9 18.2 31.4 8.5 
80% 59.2 67.8 80.3 49.9 22.4 26.6 10.1 
35% 
10% 137.6 200.3 51.2 50.5 48.2 69.1 3.4 
20% 81.3 120.2 51.3 50.9 36.1 52.2 5.3 
50% 55.4 60.2 50.4 50.0 12.4 38.5 5.5 
60% 55.4 68.3 50.9 50.2 9.7 35.1 6.0 
80% 55.5 60.1 51.8 50.0 7.2 32.6 6.8 
50% 
10% 120.6 183.5 54.0 50.5 38.0 67.5 1.5 
20% 78.7 128.7 52.3 50.1 29.9 64.9 2.2 
50% 65.3 111.8 49.3 49.6 25.3 61.4 3.1 
60% 63.9 102.9 49.9 49.9 26.5 57.3 6.7 
80% 62.7 98.8 48.8 48.6 29.2 54.1 7.6 
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As the total traffic flow increases on both lanes, more merging vehicles may have to stop at 
the end of the acceleration lane, which requires a traffic control framework. For example, the 
simulation traffic scenario of 1,500 veh/h total flow, 50% CAVs, and 50% of the traffic demand 
on the ramp (shown in Figure 4-13), an average of 9.5 vehicles cannot find enough gaps to merge, 
leading to their stopping at the end of acceleration lane, increasing the average travel time for 
merging vehicles. However, applying the proposed methodology, we are able to decrease the 
stopped vehicles to 3.1 vehicles and decrease the merging vehicles’ travel time by 3.6 s. Note that 
in this case, the stopped vehicles are those that could not be part of a triplet to accomplish the 
merging maneuver. In this traffic flow scenario, decreasing the penetration rate of CAVs leads to 
an increase in the number of stopped vehicles, as is expected. The results (in Figure 4-14) show 
that by only a 10% penetration rate of CAVs, applying the proposed framework can mitigate the 
stopped vehicles from 37.7 to 17.0 vehicles while improving the travel time by 25.3%. Applying 
the proposed traffic control framework in a traffic condition with the total flow of 1,500 veh/h, the 
improvement in mitigating the number of stopped merging vehicles and decreasing the travel time 
of the merging vehicles are shown in Figure 4-15. In this section, the reduction in the value of a 
parameter (e.g., travel time and the number of stopped merging vehicles) in cooperative traffic 




× 100 4-8  
where 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝 and 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝 are the value of the parameter under the non-cooperative and 







a)  Non-cooperative operation condition 
 
b) Cooperative operation condition 
Figure 4-12. Effectiveness of the proposed framework in the light traffic flow of 1,000 veh/h with 50% 
CAVs and 50% ramp flow ratio. 

















































a)  Non-cooperative operation condition 
 
b) Cooperative operation condition 
Figure 4-13. Effectiveness of the proposed framework in moderate traffic flow of 1,500 veh/h with 50% 
CAVs and 50% ramp flow ratio. 




















































a)  Non-cooperative operation condition 
 
b) Cooperative operation condition 
Figure 4-14. Effectiveness of the proposed framework in the moderate traffic flow of 1,500 veh/h with 
10% CAVs and 50% ramp flow ratio. 













































a) Effects on the number of stopped merging vehicles 
 
b) Effects on the travel time of the merging vehicles 
Figure 4-15. The effectiveness of the proposed framework to improve the traffic safety and operation 
assuming a total traffic demand of 1,500 veh/h. 
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The results also show that under the heavy traffic flow condition (e.g., total flow equals 2,000 
veh/h), the merging vehicles can rarely find enough gap to merge, leading to congestion on the 
ramp lane. For example, when the total flow is 2,000 veh/h and the ratio of ramp flow to 
mainstream flow is 20%, with 50% CAVs penetration rate, the proposed framework can improve 
the merging vehicles travel time by 27% while mitigating the number of stopped vehicles from 
40.2 to 11.8 vehicles. However, there are still some vehicles trapped at the end of the acceleration 
lane and are not able to merge for a long time, as is shown in Figure 4-16. These trapped vehicles 
are either part of a failed triplet or a vehicle that does not belong to any triplet. Moreover, since 
the gaps for the merging vehicles are created by the triplets, i.e., there is no gap left on the 
mainstream, it slightly impacts the travel time of the mainstream vehicles (3.5 % increasing).  
In the traffic condition of 2,000 veh/h the total traffic flow with merging flow rate of 20%, 
when we increase the penetration rate of CAVs to more than 50%, although larger gaps will be 
formed between platoons of vehicles on the mainstream lane, longer platoons of CAVs will be 
also formed. As a result, when a merging vehicle meets a platoon (i.e., fully congested traffic, as 
the platoons are too long), forming a triplet leads to a shockwave in the traffic and may result in 
full stop of upstream vehicles on the mainstream lane. Accordingly, the number of failed-triplets 
and the travel time of the mainstream vehicles increase drastically. Furthermore, when there are 
very long platoons on the merging lane (e.g., 50% ramp flow rate and more than 50% CAVs 
penetration rate), the shockwave appears on the merging lane, which causes failure in predicting 
the correct arrival time of vehicles by the higher level of traffic control framework. The 
performance of the framework, when the total flow is 2,000 veh/h, is presented in Figure 4-17 in 
terms of the number of stopped vehicles at the end of acceleration lane as well as the 
improvement/deterioration in the travel time of mainstream and merging lanes—the negative 




a)  Non-cooperative operation condition 
 
b) Cooperative operation condition 
Figure 4-16. Effectiveness of the proposed framework in the moderate traffic flow of 2,000 veh/h with 
50% CAVs and 20% ramp flow ratio. 













































a) Effects on the number of stopped merging vehicles 
 




c) Effects on travel time on the mainstream lane 
Figure 4-17. The effectiveness of the proposed framework to improve the traffic safety and operation 
assuming a total traffic demand of 2,000 veh/h. 
4.5 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter proposes a methodology for triplets’ formation technique that can be successfully 
integrated into the higher level of the proposed traffic control framework. In this regard, the higher 
level of the framework predicts the arrival time of each merging vehicle and assigns it to a triplet 
of vehicles (if possible) to cooperatively accomplish the merging maneuver. Priority rules to select 
a triplet are also defined for the case where the merging vehicle faces different choices of triplets. 
To evaluate the entire framework, a simulator is developed in MATLAB, and many different 
scenarios of the traffic flow conditions and CAVs penetration rates are investigated. The results 
show that the proposed framework is able to improve the traffic safety (i.e., number of stopped 
vehicles at the end of acceleration lane) and operation (the travel time of the merging vehicles) 
under a variety of traffic flow conditions without disturbing the mainstream lane traffic. However, 
under the very heavy traffic, when there are very long platoons of vehicles on the mainstream or 
on the merging lane, creating gaps by triplets in the platoons leads to shockwave in traffic flow 
and negatively effecting the travel time of the mainstream vehicles. Moreover, it is shown that the 
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proposed framework is robust (i.e., very limited number of failed triplets) under many traffic 
conditions, while only under very heavy traffic on the mainstream lane (i.e., very long platoons), 
the created shockwave impacts the prediction of vehicles arrival time by the higher level of the 
framework, leading to failure of some triplets.   
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Chapter 5:  CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE DIRECTION 
5.1 Summary 
This thesis proposes a two-level hierarchical cooperative traffic control framework for the mixed 
traffic vehicular flow in the merging areas. The higher level of the traffic control framework is 
responsible for triplets’ formation, which is based on the type of triplet and prediction of the arrival 
time of the merging and mainstream vehicles. The higher level of the framework also monitors the 
control zone and sends the necessary information to CAVs engaged in the triplets. The lower level 
of the framework comprises different cooperative merging algorithms for different types of 
triplets. When a triplet is formed by the higher level, the CAVs engaged in the triplet get informed 
to cooperate together to accomplish the merging maneuver. For each triplet, a MIMO system 
model is considered such that the uncertainties related to the conventional vehicles are captured, 
as well as a cooperative merging algorithm is developed in consecutive movement phases. In each 
movement phase, the desired control targets for CAVs are defined to provide sufficient lead and 
lag gaps for the merging vehicle, to gain the cooperation of the conventional lag vehicle in the 
merging process when one is detected, and to provide a condition that the conventional merging 
vehicle accepts smaller lead and lag gaps when one is detected. Using MPC scheme in each phase 
and applying the active-set method, optimal trajectories and commands (i.e., acceleration values) 
for CAVs, engaged in the triplet, are calculated to prepare the model for transition to the next 
movement phases. Some practical constraints are also considered to guarantee smooth motion 
trajectories (i.e., derivable position and speed values along with limited changes in acceleration 
values). Similarly, constraints are defined to ensure safe and comfort maneuvers (i.e., avoiding 
rear-end collisions, as well as satisfying the speed, acceleration, and jerk limits) for the interacting 
vehicles in each triplet. When the system switches from one movement phase to the next one, the 
system model and the desired control target may change accordingly, resulting in high values of 
control input(s) and discontinuous derivative of the control input(s). Considering the 
aforementioned constraints also mitigates the consequences of switching between different phases 
of movement (e.g., sharp acceleration changes). 
All the merging algorithms for different triplets of vehicles are tested through many 
simulations considering different initial values. The simulations results show that the proposed 
cooperative merging algorithms leads to optimal merging maneuvers while satisfying the system 
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constraints related to safety and comfort. Moreover, the proposed merging algorithms work 
efficiently as they generate smooth motion trajectories, and they limit occurrence of “failed 
merging” instances (i.e. the stopping of the merging vehicle at the end of acceleration lane) without 
a need to readjust the parameters of the controllers. 
To evaluate the performance of the entire cooperative traffic control framework, a simulator 
was developed in MATLAB able to simulate different traffic conditions in the merging area. We 
ran the simulator for different scenarios (i.e. different combinations of traffic flow, penetration 
rates of CAVs, and rates of ramp flow/ mainstream flow for different random seeds). The results 
show that the proposed framework is able to improve traffic safety (i.e., decrease the number of 
stopped vehicles at the end of acceleration lane) and operation (decrease the travel time of the 
merging vehicles) under a variety of traffic flow conditions without disturbing the mainstream lane 
traffic. It is also shown that the proposed framework is robust since only limited number of triplets 
fail to accomplish the merging maneuver. However, under the very heavy traffic, which includes 
very long platoons of vehicles, the triplets of vehicles may be disjointed without accomplishing 
the merging maneuver. 
5.2 Research Contributions 
This thesis is developed to advance mixed traffic control, especially in the merging areas. The 
proposed cooperative traffic control framework can improve the traffic conditions of the mixed 
traffic environment with respect to traffic safety and operations. The developed microscopic 
simulator can be exploited by transportation researchers and practitioners to evaluate the existing 
transportation infrastructures under different traffic conditions with different penetration rates of 
CAVs. It can also help the transportation community to evaluate future transportation plans aiming 
at the gradual replacement of conventional vehicles with CAVs. Moreover, the proposed 
framework is expandable to different types of vehicle maneuvers such as lane-changing on 
highways, left and right turning movements at intersections, as well as egress maneuvers of 
vehicles exiting the freeways.  
5.3 Future Work 
The proposed method can be improved by considering a multi-stage triplets’ formation. In some 
cases, especially during congested traffic conditions, because of an inaccurate prediction of the 
arrival time of the vehicles or unpredicted actions of downstream triplets, the triplet fails early 
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before accomplishing any movement phase. Therefore, considering a second step in planning the 
triplets’ formation can revise the decision made at the beginning of the control zone and lead to 
disjoint and reform new triplets, which leads to more effective performance. Another multi-stage 
traffic control framework is to consider a pre-control zone area to create random gaps between 
vehicles, especially in a very congested traffic condition on mainstream lane, so that the triplets 
can be formed easily in the next step. 
The developed MATLAB-based simulator as a basic proof-of-concept testing tool can be 
expanded to include different models for CAVs with different cooperation features in multi-lane 
highways, urban area intersections, and roundabouts. 
Furthermore, due to the stochastic nature of the conventional vehicles driving behavior, the 
proposed framework requires calibration of various parameters in order to accurately capture the 
real-world vehicular interactions. Moreover, human-driving vehicles’ behavior may differ when 
they are in the proximity of CAV. It is anticipated that actual observations of the real-world 
implementation of this framework might be more difficult to collect. Therefore, the validation and 
calibration process can be undertaken by conducting a survey among the drivers of different 
categories (e.g. age, genders, experience, etc.) to evaluate their behavior in similar scenarios. 
Similarly, a driving simulator can be employed to observe the driving behavior of drivers from 
different categories in our proposed mixed traffic control framework. As a result, validation and 




Chapter 6:  APPENDICES 
6.1 Appendix I 
Theorem: If the merging vehicle, the leader vehicle, and the lag vehicle move at the same speed, 
the merging vehicle will accept the smallest adjacent gap to merge. 
Proof: To have a smaller adjacent gap, it is required to have smaller lead and lag gaps. Assume 
that the speed of the merging vehicle is smaller than the speed of lead vehicle. Therefore, we have: 
∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 ≥ 0  6-1 
According to equation 2-8, we have: 
𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.508 + 𝜀𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡)) 6-2 
Now, if the merging vehicle moves at a speed higher than the lead vehicle,  
∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 < 0 6-3 
and accordingly, we have 
𝐺𝑛
𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.508 + |0.420∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑| + 𝜀𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡)) 6-4 
Since 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.508 + |0.420∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑| + 𝜀𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡)) >  𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.508 + 𝜀𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑡)), we can conclude that 
if the merging vehicle travels slower than the lead vehicle, it will accept a smaller lead gap. 
With a similar argument for the critical lag gap, we can conclude that if the merging vehicle 
moves faster than lag vehicle (∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑎𝑔 ≤ 0), the merging vehicle will accept a smaller lag gap. 
All in all, if ∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑎𝑔 ≤ 0 and ∆𝑣𝑛
𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 ≥ 0, we will have the smallest acceptable lead and lag 
gaps. However, generally, the vehicles in the mainstream move at a speed close to the desired 
mainstream speed. Accordingly, in the condition where the lead vehicle speed and the lag vehicle 
speed are equal, the smallest acceptable lead and lag gaps can be achieved only if the merging 
vehicle also moves at a same speed. 
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6.2 Appendix II 
By applying the system model (given in equation 3-46) equation recursively to the initial condition, 
the elements of the predicted output vector can be obtained as below: 
?̂?(𝑗 + 1 | 𝑗) = 𝐶𝐴′𝑋(𝑗)+𝐶𝐴𝜏
′𝑋(𝑗 − 𝑘)+𝐶𝐵′𝑈(𝑗)+𝐶𝐷′(𝑗) 
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𝐶(𝐴′2 + 𝐴′ + 𝐼)
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𝐶(𝐴′𝑘3 + 𝐴′𝑘3−1 +⋯+ 𝐼)
𝐶(𝐴′𝑘3+1 + 𝐴′𝑘3 +⋯+ 𝐼) + 𝐶(𝐴𝜏
′ )
𝐶(𝐴′𝑘3+2 +⋯+ 𝐼) + 𝐶(𝐴′𝐴𝜏
′ + 𝐴𝜏
′ (𝐴′ + 𝐼))
𝐶(𝐴′𝑘3+3 + 𝐴′𝑘3+2 +⋯+ 𝐼) + 𝐶(𝐴′2𝐴𝜏
′ + 𝐴′𝐴𝜏
′ (𝐴′ + 𝐼) + 𝐴𝜏
′ (𝐴′2 + 𝐴′ + 𝐼))
⋮













6.3 Appendix III 
In this section, we prove that the cost function for MPC is convex. Therefore, if the employed QP 
optimization algorithm find an optimal solution, it is a globally optimum solution. 
6.3.1 Method one 










𝑇𝑅𝑈𝑗  6-5  
If we prove that a quadratic function is convex, the summation of them is also convex. To prove 
that 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥𝑇𝑄𝑥 is convex, it is sufficient to prove that: 
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𝑓(𝜆𝑥 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑦) ≤ 𝜆𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝜆)𝑓(𝑦) for all 𝜆 ∈ [0, 1]  6-6  
Therefore, 
(𝜆𝑥 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑦)𝑇𝑄(𝜆𝑥 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑦) ≤ 𝜆𝑥𝑇𝑄𝑥 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑦𝑇𝑄𝑦   6-7  
Simplifying and rearranging the non-equality above will lead us to 
(𝑥 − 𝑦)𝑇𝑄(𝑥 − 𝑦) ≥ 0 6-8  
Which is true for the positive semi-definite 𝑄. Therefore, the cost function is also convex, as it is 
the summation of two quadratic functions. 
6.3.2 Method two 
Another way to prove the convexity of a function is to show the second derivative of it (the Hessian 
∇2𝑓(𝑥)) is positive semi-definite. In our case, we have to prove that  
𝜕2𝐽(𝑼𝑗)
𝜕𝑼𝒋
𝟐 ≥ 0 6-9  










𝑇𝑹𝑼𝑗 6-10  
where 
?̂?𝑗 = 𝑮1𝑋(𝑗) + 𝑮2?̅?𝒋
𝑘3 + 𝑭1𝑼𝑗 + 𝑭2𝐷
′ 6-11  




𝑇𝑸𝑭1 + 𝑹 6-12  
Therefore, by assuming that 𝑹 and 𝑸 are positive semi-definite, the cost function is convex. Since 
we can convert all the constraints to the linear constraints on the input, the cost function will be 
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